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Your man and our man ought to put
their heads together.
We're not trying to butt in on your systems
staff, but we’d like you to consider some free help.

We have the largest staff of paperwork
systems specialists in the business. And this talent
is available to any company that needs systems help.

You can use our people to supplement your staff. They’ll
work with your men on regular jobs. Or they'll
help out on special projects. Or they’ll simply give you
the benefit of their experience with all kinds
of companies, systems and machines.

To get this kind of help, call our representative. Or
write Standard Register, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

After all, sometimes two heads are better than one.
MACHINE MATED FORMS BY STANDARD REGISTER
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LETTERS

The following correspondence,
chronicling as it does a series of
errors on the part of 1) our sub
scription department, and 2) a
member of the Computing Center
staff of the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, will, we hope, amuse you
as it did us. We note with pleasure
that the eventual result was, from
our point of view, very good.
The Editors

Dear Mr. Gresser:
Your undated letter to the Vir
ginia Polytechnic Institute IBM
1401 rather amused me. None
the personnel recall having sub
scribed to your magazine and I am
quite sure that the IBM 1401 didn’t.
Several of us at the Computing
Center do occasionally fill out sub
scription cards that appear in com
puter magazines and send them in,
but to the best of my knowledge
this has been done only for free
May-June, 1965
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magazines. As you realize, I am
sure, there are a number of these
available to people working in the
computer industry. If this type card
was sent in for Management Ser
vices it was done under the as
sumption that this was another free
magazine.
You will find the subscription
card returned without payment as
we are not interested in your pub
lication.
Sincerely yours,
Whitney L. Johnson
Director, Computing Center
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Dear Mr. Johnson:
Mr. Gresser, similarly amused by
your letter of March 19, has passed
it on to me with the question, “Who
was the culprit — man or machine?”
The culprits are plural, but alas,
are man. Herewith the frailties of
the flesh.
Man failure 1 —
The compilers of the mailing list
used in your solicitation felt it was
a fine idea to place the computer
model number smack in the mid
dle of the address.
Man failure 2 —
We were foolish enough to rent
this list.
Man failure 3 —

R. G. J. of your organization,
confident that he was sending for a
free magazine, all innocently and
unwittingly checked two blocks re
questing a subscription be billed at
$7.50, and initialed the order.
Man (woman) failure 4 —
One of our newer girls, not con
versant with computer manufac
turers and models, interpreted the
updating of the stencil “IBM 650”
to “1401” as a part of the address.
(I am not at all sure that the 1401
did not nudge R. G. J. into making
this change, but such pride is for
giveable.)
Until such time as man stops
making computers, and computers
begin making men, I suppose we
shall have these little failures.
I think Miss Julie Newmar, “My
Living Doll,” is a remarkably prom
ising step in this direction.
Thank you for your letter. We
shall be pleased to reinstate your
subscription upon your further ad

We have a very good product.
Very truly yours,
Lewis Squires
Subscription Manager
Dear Mr. Squires:
Your letter of March 24th has
shamefully denounced me for, and
1
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reminded me of, what I really am
— a 4 bit IBM (Imbecilic Biologi
cal Machines) man-machine with
random input and unreliable ran
dom recall.

It is quite evident to me now
that my configuration is limited to
a 30 day, IT (track) memory and
that file protection and memory
protection devices are not included
as standard hardware.
A rerun through my optical scan
ners of the Xeroxed input you pro
vided with your letter does indeed
match with a faint memory dump.
I had reset every mole on my body
in previous attempts to reproduce
events leading up to your request
for payment — but to no avail. My
particular make and model did not
include (among other things) the
same console operating features as
displayed on “My Living Doll.”
My man failures certainly over
shadow those mentioned in your
letter and I apologize to you, Mr.
Gresser, your new clerk, the old
mailing list, our Mr. Johnson, and
our 2½ year old 1401 for having
created this mistake in the first
place.
To aid in my program of selfembarrassment for self-improve
ment would you please advise me
of the approximate date of the or
iginal billing which evidently pre
ceded the notice received this
month so that I might retain a

semblance of my “odd” 4 bit par
ity. Evidently, I have some other
loose wires which require remedial
maintenance if I did nothing about
your original billing.
All excuses aside, I do apologize
for the inconvenience Ive caused
and will make certain the requisi
tion for payment is forwarded im
mediately upon receipt of another
copy of your bill.
Absent-mindedly yours,
R. G. Justice
“R.G.J.”

Dear Mr. Justice:
Thank you for your delightful
letter, and your stimulating article,
which I have turned over to our
Editor, Bob Smith.
While we were engaged in cor
respondence, we received Com

monwealth of Virginia Purchase
Order A16692, dated March 23,
1965, covering a two-year subscrip
tion beginning with our charter
issue March-April, 1964, for the Vir
ginia Polytechnic Institute Library,
Acquisitions Section.
Under these circumstances we
felt we should not reinstate the
subscription for the Computing
Center unless you specifically re
quested us to do so.
In connection with your inquiry
about our first punched card bill
ing, we believe it was prepared
February 8, 1965, with the second
being sent about thirty days later.
Thanks again for your interest in
us and our publication.
Cordially,
Lewis Squires
Subscription Manager

The misaddressed order form that created the problem.
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

subscription reservation form

a bi-monthly magazine of
planningsystems, and controls

No. 10136

published by
American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Gentlemen: Plea send me the current issue ofMANAGE
and enter
T SERVICES
my subscriptio as indicated
below.
I understand that I may cancelethis subscription with
no obligation if I decide for any reason after I have seen
the magazine that it does not meet my business and pro
fessional needs.




occupation?
n

Initial here
ONE YEAR

THREE YEARS $20.

PLEASE SEND BILL
PAYMENT ENCLOSED

(refund on request)

May w have your title or
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MONROBOT XI
ACCOUNTANTS
SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

Descriptive booklet and actual program tapes for accountants.

Read how you can save
thousands of dollars in computer costs...
. . . with the finest pre-programmed computer system ever de
signed for accountants. The system prepares the journal dis
tributions, general ledger and financial statements—and if de
sired, payroll accumulation by employee with quarterly and an
nual reports. Yet there are no software or site charges—and the
computer can be operated by anyone who can operate an add
machine!
Here is the first sensible approach by the computer industry to
the problems of the independent practitioner.. .the Monrobot
XI packaged system designed specifically for accountants. It
gives you the benefits of electronic data processing without in
volving you in the problems—and expenses—of programming
and programmers. Or the need for special flooring and air condi
tioning to accommodate the computer.
NO WAITING-PLUG IT IN AND IT GOES! The Monrobot XI pack
aged system for accountants
operable the moment it
in
stalled, a unique advantage. Just plug it in—and you're
busi
ness! And you don’t need programmers—nor even a full time
operator. The Monrobot XI operates completely unattended.

processing. And then we worked out a program that retained the
best features of present methods, but eliminated the weaknesses
and bottlenecks. (This same program would take you a minimum
of 6 months to develop if you chose a competitive model.)
INEXPENSIVE TO BUY OR RENT-NO HIDDEN CHARGES. The
Monrobot XI computer system rents for as little as $870 amonth,
can be owned for $29,820. And that price includes everything—
input/outputtypewriters, papertape readers, paper tape punch,
control console—and programming. (These items are not includ
ed in the advertised price of competitive models.) But there are
no hidden charges with the Monrobot XI system. The price we
quote is the price it costs.
DETAILED, DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET AVAILABLE FREE. We have
compiled a book which describes
detail precisely what the
Monrobot XI accountants system does. (And you’ll be happy to
learn that it written in accountingand common business terms,
rather than in engineering gobbledygook.) It yours for the ask
ing, without any obligation whatsoever. For your copy, simply fill
in this coupon and return it to us.

NO CHARGE FOR PROGRAMMING! The unique program devel
oped by Monroe for accountants is a result of an extensive study
of the business operations of hundreds of accounting practi
tioners. They furnished us with their problems, their specifica
tions, and their requirements. We, in turn, analyzed these prob
lems, specifications, and requirements, in terms of computer

MONROBOT XI ACCOUNTANTS SYSTEM

MS6

Monroe International, Inc., Orange, New Jersey.

Gentlemen:
Please send me a free copy of your Monrobot XI Account
ants System booklet without obligating me in any way what
soever.
Name

I

Business

Street
City

State

Zip

MONROE
A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES

_____ ___ _________________________________
May-June, 1965
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Peter H. Burgher and Donald B. Brout • XYZ Outboard Motor Case
This account of an actual operations research study
describes how an equipment distributor and his con
sultants, by using statistical probabilities to forecast
demand, were able to avoid overstocking or under
stocking of a new line in its first season. The article

demonstrates that OR techniques, far from being eso
teric mysteries whose benefits are limited to the
initiates, can be applied to comparatively routine
problems in a small company with highly profitable
results.

Fritz A. McCameron • Setting Inventory Reorder Points
Standard methods of calculating inventory reorder
points may not work if the relationships among vari
ables are unknown or if sales and deliveries vary
randomly. In such a case the key may ie in the
Monte Carlo method, a way of simulating random oc-

Robert M. Smith • Accounting-EDP Center
few accounting firms have acquired their own com
puters and begun to provide their clients with data
processing as well as accounting services. Here is the
story
of one of these....................................
firms, Lennox and Lennox, of
................................................................
..........................................................................
Staten Island, New York, which is now preparing
4
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p. 15

p. 25

currences. This article explains how to apply it to
inventory control, using a simplified example of a
single product whose sales are not subject to seasonal
fluctuations and for which accurate cost data are
available.

p. 34
standardized merchandising reports for retail stores
all over the country as part of the National Retail
Merchants Association’s new centralized data proc
essing program, and how it turned itself into an
accounting-data processing center.
Management Services
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Granville R. Gargiulo • The Use of Statistical Methods in Determining Cost Differentials. p. 45
Statistical sampling long ago proved its value in
quality control as a reliable — and much less costly —
substitute for 100 per cent verification. As this author
suggests, it can play the same role in cost analysis.

In this article he outlines the basic principles of sta
tistical sampling and tells how they can be used to
establish quantitative measures of the cost differen
tials on which price differentials are based.

A. F. Moravec • Basic Concepts for Planning Advanced EDP Systems
The day of hit-or-miss application of electronic data
processing is passing. New technological advances in
data transmission and in input and output equip
ment are making integrated computer systems feasible.
This article presents two alternative concepts on

p. 52

which such systems could be based, the total systems
concept and the single information flow concept, and
discusses the pros and cons of each of these alterna
tives to help computer users make a choice between
them.

DEPARTMENTS

People, events, techniques

p.

What people are writing about

p. 61
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people, events, techniques
Data Technologists Often Too Effective for Management Comfort, AMA
Speaker Says; Manager Can No Longer Hide or Disguise Mistake

Systems technologists, in their
efforts to help management by im
proving company information sys
tems, are doing such a good job
that they’re creating management
trouble.
At least that’s what Milton Stone,
director of management informa
tion, Northrup Corporation, warned
the American Management Associ
ation’s annual data processing con
ference in New York recently.
“In an intensely personal way,
the manager is concerned about the
specificity of the performance
measurement system,” Mr. Stone
declared. “He knows that the na
ture and training of the information
technologist will incline him to

ward quantification and consistency
in the measuring of performance.
Performance measurement based
on a loosely specified and loosely
produced set of figures is definitely
more acceptable to the individual
manager, especially if he is the one
who will be doing the manipulat
ing of results.
“In the same intensely personal
way, the manager is concerned
about the security of information
about his activity,” Mr. Stone con
tinued. “The general manager who
objected to the development (by
persons not under his management)
of information from his raw data
inputs put it the following way: 'I
am philosophically opposed to an

unmonitored line of communication
within my organization.’ Translated
into clear and precise English, he
asks, ‘Who needs to know?’ and
spotlights an extremely critical
problem in the relationship be
tween the various levels of manage
ment. This is the determination of
the proper balance between over
control and undercontrol. Operat
ing management resents interfer
ence. Higher levels of management
cannot interfere if they do not have
enough information to warrant in
terference. But neither can they ex
ercise control.
“Bad news travels fast except in
the world of business. There, bad
news travels slowly for a variety of
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which consider the computer a
reasons mostly having to do with
ceptually before the specifics of
the desire of the subordinate not to
piece of office equipment, which
the information technology are ap
stir up the superior. The informa
state their EDP objectives
‘a
plied.
conversion of EAM’ (electrical ac
tion technologist is certainly not in
3. The technologist must always
counting machines), which think of
tune with the subordinate manager
remember that, ideally, he should
their EDP
an extension of ac
in this instance.”
be a hybrid. He is working to
counting, which submerge it in the
The basic problem is compound
develop an information product
lower levels of the organization,
ed, according to Mr. Stone, by the
which may be oral, written, com
fact that the nature of the manage
puted, or graphic in nature and
which have a limited number of
which contains facts manipulated
applications by which only histori
ment job is rarely defined until af
according to many techniques. He
ter the development of the informa
cal information is processed. To
tion system.
can only produce successfully if
this statement can be added that
Information technologists are not
he commands the highest profes
these companies do not know when,
if ever, they will obtain a return
blameless in the antagonisms that
sional skills. But he must also learn
arise, the speaker said. Many of
on their computer investment; they
the nature of the business in which
do not bother evaluating the effec
them are “inarticulate, immature,
he works, as well as the nature of
uninformed, unrestrained, and,
the managerial group and the in
tiveness of their computers or
all things, arrogant.”
studying the information needs of
dividual managers in it.
Specifically, he would fault many
their company; and they avoid top
technical people on these grounds:
management involvement in EDP.
AMA releases EDP survey
1. Too many have an inadequate
Executives in these companies de
understanding of the business end
vote more time to examining how
At the same conference, the Amer
of the business.
they are doing things today than to
ican Management Association re
2. Often, if allowed to pursue
how they should be doing them in
leased a survey, “Managing with
either the expedient solution or a
the future — and, above all, they
EDP,” resulting from a year’s study
perfect solution, the technologist
never look at the overall needs of
of the data processing procedures
will attempt to gain the perfect
the company.”
in use in 288 representative com
solution.
The survey also found that, al
panies. The results of the survey
3. There is too little understand
though some companies have re
differed considerably from the con
ing of the way in which a manager
located their EDP departments
clusions reached in an earlier Mc
evaluates his work and of what
within some other company func
Kinsey & Co., Inc., survey, which
commands a manager’s attention.
tion or have created a new service
reported that many companies
4. The technologist, “like a well
department
reporting directly to
found they had not recovered the
trained department store clerk,” is
the
president
or executive vice pres
tost of computer investments for
unable to resist the “tie-in sale,”
ident,
in
three-quarters
of the com
years after installation.
the chance to find a by-product
panies
surveyed
EDP
remains
the
In contrast, the AMA survey
solution to a tangential problem.
responsibility of a financial execu
shows that 253 of the participating
Mr. Stone said there are several
tive.
companies reported successful use
possible solutions to the problems
of computers. Fifty-one qualified
caused by rivalry between technol
this by saying that success was not
ogists and managers. They include:
complete, and 21 reported poor ex
C-E-I-R Offers Free
1. A clear delineation by the
periences with computers.
chief executive officer of who is to
The majority of companies which
Booklet Describing
be responsible for decisions, what
have reduced costs by their com
ground rules for decisions are to
puter installations attributed sav
Input-output Tables
be, and who will exercise the nec
ings to greater clerical efficiency,
essary controls. All this should be
C-E-I-R, Inc., has published a
employee reduction, and higher
spelled out quite clearly before the
24-page booklet describing how
productivity. These were very much
application of information technol
businesses can make practical use
the same results found in a far
of the new economic “input-output”
more limited government survey
ogy.
2. An unqualified recognition
tables prepared recently by the
just released. (See news story, p.
and acceptance by top manage
U. S. Department of Commerce.
11, this issue.)
ment of the fact that application of
(See news story, M/S, JanuaryThe AMA survey report, which
information technology is bound to
noted that EDP had already begun
February ’65, p. 9.)
influence the nature of the organ
Copies of the booklet entitled
have an effect on the overall
izational alignment. A necessary
“What If?” may be obtained free
structure of the organizations em
corollary of this is that the nature
from C-E-I-R Corporate Public Re
ploying it, went on to say:
of the new management jobs must
lations, 1200 Jefferson Davis High
“To generalize: Companies un
way, Arlington, Virginia 22202.
be researched and established con
successful with EDP are those
May-June, 1965
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Insurance Company Installs “Instant Information” Network

Midwestern Insurance

Companies Announce
New Computer Plans
Three Lincoln, Nebraska, fire
and casualty insurance companies
have jointly formed a data proc
essing center to handle all their
bookkeeping and statistical report
ing. The data processing will be
handled by an IBM System/360, to
be installed next year.
The System/360, which will
help the firms keep more accurate
and timely policyholder records,
will be connected directly to re
mote terminals in the offices of the
participating companies.
The insurance companies spon
soring the project are Capital Mu
tual Insurance Company, Farm
Bureau Insurance Company of Ne
braska, and Standard Reliance In
surance Company.
“Real time” system installed

Entire sequence of Continental's "information" plan is demonstrated: Meth
odist Bishop Herbert Welch 'phones for information about his policy (upper
left); operator at terminal station in company keys in question (top); message is
sped to message control center (bottom), which
the answers and returns
them to operator, who then relays all information to querying policyholder.

Another Midwestern insurance
company, Continental Casualty Co.
of Chicago, is installing an “instant
information” network that permits
policyholder inquiries to be an
swered within a few seconds from
information stored in central data
storage files. There are now four
remote terminals in Continental’s
Chicago office tied in to the cen
tral computer, and eventually all
field offices will be linked to the

central data processor by telephone
lines. The new system is thus some
what similar in concept to the net
work announced by Metropolitan
Life last year. (See news story,
M/S, November-December, 1964,
p.5.)
The Continental system will be
used originally to handle policy
information only on “Golden 65”
policies, but eventually the com

8
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pany expects to extend the network
to cover other Continental insur
ance policies.
The company is also working on
plans to install an IBM 7770 audio
response unit which can answer in
quiries in the form of spoken words.
The device, equipped with its own
specialized vocabulary, will provide
actual vocal answers directly to
callers.
Management Services
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AICPA Opens “Crash”

Program of Computer
Orientation, Training
The impact of computers on the
business scene will be the main
theme of the technical sessions at
this fall’s annual meeting of the
American Institute of CPAs, to be
held in Dallas in September.
The program, which represents a
change from the original meeting
schedule, is part of the Institute’s
new plan to do everything possible
to alert and educate CPAs to the
potentials and dangers of automa
tion. Besides the three half-day ses
sions scheduled for the annual
meeting, the Institute is preparing
an audit guide and a professional
development course on auditing
computer-kept accounts and is
planning a book dealing with com
puters and their implications. In
addition, the president of the Insti
tute will send every member a let
ter dealing with computers. This
letter will probably include a list
of places offering instruction on
computers, a bibliography of se
lected reading, and recommenda
tions on specific steps a practition
er can take to prepare himself for
the transition to computers. These
specific recommendations will be
based on the experience of a num
ber of CPAs who have already in
stalled computers or who have had
extensive experience with them.

Victor makes figurework machines
for small businesses.

Long-range plans

All of these plans are part of the
short-range phase of the computer
program and are designed to be
accomplished this year. In addition,
a long-range program of continu
ing education is being planned.
This will probably include:
1. Continuing research into the
capabilities of computers, with spe
cific attention to their implications
for management services, auditing,
and tax work
2. Annual computer conferences
and/or symposia after the 1965 an
nual meeting
May-June, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965
--------------------------------

And big ones.
Fully automatic printing calculators.
speed multipliers. Ten-key and full keyboard
adding machines. Super speed Comptom
eter calculators. Split platen wide carriage
duplex machines. Custom-built cash regis
ters. Anything. Everything. Precision-built
figurework machines. Ideal for tiny hard
ware stores. Or giant corporations. Or the
U.N. That’s why Victor
more figuring
machines than any other company. Why
don’t you send the coupon? We’ll send you
free, without obligation, proof that you can
solve any figuring problems better on a Victor.
Put errors out of business with America’s most com
plete line of figuring machines. Victor Comptometer Corpo
ration, Business Machines Group.

VICTOR
3900 N. ROCKWELL ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60618
Please send me a free "ProblemSolver," prepared especially for my
type of business.
Name

—

Company—
Type of business

Address.

City

L

—State

J
911
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terial that is contained in all of the
3. Expansion of the number of
Eventually, however, telecommuni
libraries on the effects of a com
professional development courses
cation and photographic repro
mon tranquilizing drug on persons
dealing with computers and auto
ducing devices will be incorporated
suffering from a specific mental ill
mation
in the network. Then, pages from a
ness. He would first refer to the
4. A film on computers and their
book or magazine article in Boston
National Library of Medicine’s
implications for accountants
could be flashed on a screen in

Medical Subject Headings for the
As part of this long-range pro
New York or New Haven, for read
index numbers for the particular
ing or reproduction.
gram, the following ideas are
drug and particular illness. Then
being considered:
The development of the system
he would type the numbers on a
is being aided by a grant from the
Technical studies
keyboard plugged into the elec
National Science Foundation. It has
study of data processing cen
tronic
network.
been pointed out that the same
ters
The computer complex has stored
pooling of all available informa
An annotated bibliography.
in its memory the titles of all ma
tion in several different centers is
terial in the three libraries on the
possible for law and business
FEI also plans study
disease in which he is interested
groups. Even general libraries
and
all
material
on
the
drug
in
could be linked by such a system.
The Research Foundation of The
which he is interested. With these
Financial Executives Institute has
two criteria typed in by the scholar
also authorized a study of the im
—the numbers for drug and disease
pact of computers on corporate
Federal Productivity
—it can print out the titles of all
management and organization, as
reference material that discusses
the basis for a book.
Can Be Measured,
both the drug and the disease and
Arthur D. Little, the Cambridge,
the university at which each item
Budget Bureau Finds
Massachusetts, research firm re
can be found.
tained to make the study and pre
The majority of Federal agencies
pare the book, said the published
can
measure their productivity, ac
report will outline ways in which
Time
space advantages
cording
to the findings of a twomanagers can take advantage of
year
research
study just concluded
And
it
can
do
all
this
in
a
few
opportunities afforded by the new,
by
the
Bureau
of the Budget.
seconds,
whereas,
with
a
conven
computer-based technology.
Five Governmental units partici
tional card file index, the search
pated in the study, sharing their
could take hours.
technicians with a staff of special
The computer offers another ma
ists from the Bureau of the Budget
jor advantage over the conventional
Harvard, Columbia,
to produce productivity informa
card file. Card files take up space.
tion
for periods ranging from five
For
instance,
in
the
Yale
medical
Yale Plan New Data
to fifteen years.
library, which has 350,000 items,
The study, conducted as an ex
Retrieval System
space limitations limit card storage
to 561,000 cards — less than two
perimental project, had three main
A comprehensive information re
objectives:
subject cards per title. With the
trieval system will link the medical
computer, on the other hand, Yale
1. To identify the type of Gov
libraries of Harvard, Columbia,
already has stored up to 10.4 sub
ernment organization in which pro
and Yale Universities by telephone
ject headings per title. The more
ductivity measurement might be
lines in the near future. Subject in
feasible
detailed the cross indexing possible,
dexes will be stored in the memo
the more precise the search can be.
2. To find the most practical
ries of computers.
This in turn means that the scholar,
way of measuring the productivity
The three-university hookup will
if he has phrased his inquiry in
of such units
make the information contained in
narrow enough terms, gets exactly
3. To find ways in which pro
1,025,000 items available to anyone
the titles he wants, discussing ex
ductivity measures could be use
at any of the medical schools.
fully employed
actly those particular phases of the
The project is the first step to
subject in which he is interested.
The study group concluded that
ward an eventual pooling of cata
As the system first goes into op
productivity measurement is prac
eration, only titles will be supplied,
log information for all the medical
ticable wherever output, in terms
so that the student at Yale who
libraries in the country. Five other
of units of service, can be defined
finds from the computer printout of
libraries have already been invited
and counted and that such infor
titles that one book he needs is
to join the Eastern system.
mation is valuable as an indicator
available only at Columbia or Har
Basically, the system will work
of the organization’s general effi
vard will have to arrange to obtain
ciency as compared with its own
like this:
the reference from that university.
A student may wish all the ma
performance in past years or with
10
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other similar organizations. Busi
accurately enough for meaningful
Government Finds Cost
ness enterprises have a rough gauge
productivity studies.
Of Automation Does Not
of their efficiency in terms of their
The other four agencies showed
financial statements, the report not
general increases in productivity
Deter Even Small Firms
ed, but Government executives
in the past few years, particularly
have no such automatic feedback
the Division of Disbursement of
The heavy expense of automa
mechanism.
the Treasury and the Insurance
tion does not necessarily hinder
Department of the Veterans Ad
The Post Office Department, and
fairly small firms from investing in
ministration.
Both of these opera
four other organizations within de
it, a recently published Government
tions were characterized by uni
partments or agencies, were studied
monograph, “Management Deci
form output, a small number
during the two-year period. They
sions to Automate,” reports.
installations, and very sophisticated
were:
The reason: Probable savings due
mechanical and electronic equip
1. The Treasury Department’s
to automation tend to be larger in
ment.
Division of Disbursement
proportion to total operating costs
2. The Veterans Administration’s
in a small firm than they do in a
Department of Insurance
large one. Moreover, the “complex
All Federal agencies affected
3. The Federal Aviation Agen
management structure and fiscal
cy’s Systems Maintenance Service
controls” built into many large con
The Director of the Bureau of
(This service maintains the elec
cerns tend to slow the pace of
the Budget has asked all agencies
tronic and other navigational and
automation.
of the Federal Government to study
control devices on U.S. airways.)
The monograph, based on de
the report to determine if the tech
4. The Department of the In
tailed case studies of two banks,
niques outlined can be adapted to
two
electronics
manufacturing
terior’s Bureau of Land Manage
their individual requirements.
firms, and four warehouses, three
ment. (This Bureau manages Fed
He has also asked that productiv
which had installed automatic or
eral land resources.)
ity measurements be used as much
der-picking and conveyor systems,
as possible when preparing budget
Of the five units, only the work
said that immediate cost reduction
of the Bureau of Land Measure
submissions for agencies or depart
was
a major objective in almost all
ments
the Government.
ment proved impossible to measure
"This book should be in the library of every
Accountant who seeks the maximum from

Public
practice.

Order it now
Read it soon
Benefit immediately

A Study of
Management Services Certified
by
Certified Public Accountants



“A Study of Management Services by Certified
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sors of the program, has been on
DEMAND DEPOSIT BOOKKEEPING
the well defined problems of pro
STAFF AT COMPANY A-BANK
duction and inventory control.
CONVENTIONAL METHODS AND EDP
These areas have absorbed 47 per
cent of total nongovernmental OR
work.
The research group also found
that industries which are strongly
affected by technological changes
are making the greatest use of OR.
Major new OR efforts during the
next five years will be made in
planning, marketing, and financial
operations, the Diebold group pre
Computer Room Supervisors
1.6%
dicted. In the next ten years, the
problem areas in which the newest
CONVENTIONAL BOOKKEEPING STAFF
EDP BOOKKEEPING STAFF
applications can be expected are:
450 BOOKKEEPERS
122 DATA PROCESSING PERSONNEL
1. Manufacturing and facilities,
with special emphasis on plant lo
An example of the personnel savings achieved in one of the banks surveyed by
cation, manufacturing decisions,
the Government is shown in this chart illustrating drop in bookkeeping staff.
process and production control,
and labor force composition
numerical control systems for ma
decisions to automate. Prime source
2. Distribution problems, with
chine tools because they permitted
of reduced costs was increased pro
most attention concentrated on
major cost reduction, produced
ductivity or personnel reduction.
freight and delivery control, rout
goods of consistently high quality,
Secondary but important in  cost
ing, and retail outlet locations
and eased problems of engineering
reduction: a tendency to produce
3. Marketing, with greatest stress
changes. The warehouses anticipat
less scrap and fewer rejects and
on sales force scheduling, market
ed more accurate order
low
damaged goods, to require less re
ing effectiveness, marketing re
er costs, and easier management
working, less in-process inventory,
search, advertising effectiveness,
control through automatic order
and less plant space under auto
new product introduction, and pric
filling systems. Generally, each of
mated operations. One bank found
ing studies
the three forms of automation
that centralized data processing al
4. Financial planning: Areas in
achieved the desired results.
lowed it to operate with smaller
which OR is expected to make sig
branch offices and cut building
nificant breakthroughs include in
costs by 15 per cent.
vestment decisions, capital alloca
The companies surveyed
tion, capital replacement, tax plan
Diebold Research:
Is
found that automation increased
ning, and capital budgeting.
their fixed costs relative to their
Modern developments in elec
Not Gaining Full
variable costs. In the period cov
tronic data processing, such as
Management Acceptance
ered by the survey, this has been
mass memories and higher-speed
an advantage. The report points
processors, are certain to increase
Operations research is not gain
out, however, that this change in
the scope and ability of OR special
ing management acceptance at the
ratio could be a disadvantage if
ists, the Diebold group reported.
rate it merits, according to a re
severe cuts in production were re
The Diebold Research Program
port of the Diebold Research Pro
quired.
is a cooperative effort conducted
gram.
In most cases, installation costs
by The Diebold Group, an associ
Management itself is at fault, the
and some operating costs were
ation of specialized management
research group says. It has found
slightly higher than anticipated.
services companies, on behalf
a
most business managements are:
The banks and the warehouse com
number of major U.S. and Euro
Unclear about which problems
panies
reported far more tech
pean businesses. (See news story,
should be solved
nical problems than they had an
M/S, March-April, 1964, p. 7).
Not making sophisticated use of
Sponsoring companies include Du
many OR techniques which have
ticipated.
been proved
Pont, Univac, Xerox, Standard Oil
The banks were especially inter
Not making enough effort to de
of California, Equitable Life, Fire
ested in electronic data processing
fine a means of measuring OR re
stone, Southern Pacific Railroad,
because it offered the possibility of
Pillsbury, Minnesota Mining and
sults
reducing costs while handling an
Manufacturing, and Douglas Air
Most widespread application of
ever-growing volume of paperwork.
OR, according to a survey of spon
craft in this country.
The electronics companies installed
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss3/9
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“Do-It-Yourself” Service

Centers Opened

Eight

Cities Across Nation

Do it yourself computer service
on an hourly rental basis is being
offered by Statistical Tabulating
Corporation in Chicago, New York,
Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Dallas, Los Angeles, and San Fran
cisco.
Called Data-Mat in an analogy
with laundromat, the new service is
designed to bridge the gap between
a so-called in-house computer in
stallation and the use of a service
bureau. In conventional service bu
reaus, bureau personnel do most
the data preparation and process
ing, but with Data-Mat the custo
mer’s personnel do all this them
selves. Thus, they need pay only
for computer time.
In preparation of a company pay
roll, for example, Data-Mat would
be used this way: The user pre
pares the employee time reports on
punched cards. He takes the cards,
reels of magnetic tape containing
payroll deduction data, and blank
checks to Data-Mat. He is assigned
a private office in which to prepare
his materials for computer process
ing. When his scheduled time
comes up, he operates the computer
himself. After less than 40 minutes
of running time (on Data-Mat’s
largest computer, a Honeywell H200), he has his pay records up
dated, checks printed, new tape
reels prepared, and new payroll
cards for the next period punched
-for $57.
Open seven days a week

The center is open around the
clock, seven days a week. Attend
ants are available to assist custo
mers. Prices (which include free
parking) vary with the type and
amount of equipment used. They
start at $20 an hour. Scheduled
time is sold on a guaranteed basis,
and customers may contract for as
little as three hours a month.
Prime prospects for the service,
according to Data-Mat, are small

Long-term

TAKE VALUABLE
EXECUTIVE TIME
OUT OF
SIGNING-SAFELY

Three

Times as Likely as Death

For 30-50 Year Age Group
The chances of long-term dis
abling illness are three times as
great
the chances of death for
those in the 30-to-50 age group.
For this reason, the National Indus
trial Conference Board reports,
more and more companies are in
stalling long-term insurance pro
grams for key employees who be
come disabled.
NICB surveyed more than 1,000
companies in a cross section of in
dustries. More than one-fourth of
them now have such plans. Of the
103 plans NICB studied in detail,
more than half were established in
the last two years.
Most of the plans are open only
to salaried employees, many only
to key members of this group. The
groups covered range in size from
18 persons to more than 54,000.
A majority of the plans provide
coverage of 50 to 60 per cent of a
month’s pay, up to a maximum of
about $1,000. Benefits usually con
tinue until the age of 65. More than
three-fourths of the plans are con
tributory.
Only a few plans still define dis
ability as “inability to engage in
any occupation for gain or profit.”
Now the definition is likely to vary
over the life of the plan. During the
first two years in which benefits are
paid disability is usually defined as
“inability to perform any and every
duty pertaining to the job held
on the date the disability was in
curred.” After two years the defini-

WITH A
CUMMINS
AUTOMATIC
CHECK SIGNER
Just look at the advantages:

• New Accur-Matic Feed sets new
standards of feeding accuracy.
• Signs up to 400 Checks per minute.
• Automatic inking gives perfect, al
ways uniform, signatures—the most
effective deterrent to forgery. • No ex
pensive ribbons that cause varying
intensities of impressions. • Maxi
mum Security, tubular-key locks pre
vent unauthorized use. • All impres
sions are registered on locked counting
meter. • Simultaneous dating and
amount protecting available if desired.
• Automatically feeds, signs, dates,
protects and stacks checks in se
quence. • Paid up $25,000 insurance
policy protects against loss. • Signa
ture dies and dates easily changed.
With a Cummins signer, the signing
executive can delegate the signing op
eration without relinquishing control
—can use a portion
the time saved
to actually scrutinize the checks and
supporting documents before allowing
them to be distributed or mailed.
No other signing device has all of
these advantages—no other will pay
for itself so soon or keep
on doing so for so long.
Write for free folder “We
Take The Time Out of
Signing—Safely.” (Mod
els for Signing Smaller
Volumes also available)
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ployees to get first-hand computer
experience to prepare them for their
own first computers and present us
ers of computers who want to han
dle overflow work on an as needed
basis. Several of Chicago’s largest
computer users, including Illinois
Bell Telephone Company, Morton
Salt Company, and Standard
Brands, Inc., have already signed
up.
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systems, and distribution and trans
tion is tightened to “the complete
Two Free Booklets on
portation in the four-year period.
inability to engage in any occupa
ADP Are Available From
Executive recruiting activities
tion for which the covered person
also showed a steady increase over
is reasonably suited by experience,
DPMA, Honeywell

the four-year period.
education, or training.”
Largest percentage of total bil
The newer plans also have two
Two new free booklets on auto
lings
in 1963 and 1964 was derived
other improvements: They make al
matic data processing are available.
from
work in the general manage
lowance for the employee who is
The “ABC’s of ADP,” published by
ment
area, with personnel, produc
able to return to work after a long
the Data Processing Management
tion,
marketing, and distribution
illness, and they allow the em
Association, 524 Busse Highway,
and
transportation
following in
ployee to take a job as part of a re
Park Ridge, Illinois, is designed as
that
order.
habilitation program without losing
an introduction to automatic data
Specific services mentioned three
his benefits. Income earned from
processing for students and busi
or
more times within these func
these jobs is usually subtracted
ness managers. The 25-page book
tional
areas were:
from monthly benefit payments.
let, a single copy of which will be
General management: Organiza
sent to anyone applying to the
tion planning, mergers and ac
DPMA, covers unit record and
quisitions, executive compensation,
Corporate Planning Staffs computer principles, business and
and management planning — con
scientific data processing, hardware
trols and reports
Mostly Staffed by
and software, data processing per
Personnel: Manpower appraisal
sonnel requirements, and some of
programs,
training programs and
Engineers, Survey Finds
the problems facing ADP manage
seminars, and executive search
ment. Authors are James A. CamProduction: Work measurement,
Corporate planning as a formal
pise of Computer Sciences Corpora
industrial engineering, and plant
activity performed by a special staff
tion and Max L. Wagoner of the
layout
is comparatively new in industry.
Bendix Corporation.
Marketing: Marketing strategy
To find out how these groups op
Honeywell Electronic Data Proc
and long-range planning and mar
erate, Dr. Melville
Branch, lec
essing Division has issued a pro
ket research
turer in engineering (planning) at
gramed instruction textbook on
Distribution and transportation:
the University of California, Los
computer numbering systems, in
Inventory
control systems, trans
Angeles, surveyed a sample of 35
tended to provide self-instruction
portation
studies,
and warehousing.
multi-million-dollar companies. In
on binary arithmetic as well as on
California Management Review he
basic concepts of computer num
presents a profile of corporate plan
bering systems for persons unfa
Federal Government Plans
ning departments.
miliar with computers. Copies may
These staffs are small (most of
To Spend Billion
be obtained from Information Ser
ten with fewer than half a dozen
vices Division, Honeywell EDP,
Computers This Year
people) and highly placed (nearly
60 Walnut Street, Wellesley Hills,
all report to the president or board
Massachusetts 02181.
The Federal Government will
chairman). They devote the largest
spend over one billion dollars on
part of their time to overall cor
automated data processing equip
porate planning, but many units
Management Consultants
ment this year for the first time.
spend as much or more time on
Estimated costs for such equip
various functional plans — sales, ad
Report Four-category
ment will be $1.1 billion, an in
ministration, finance. They spend
crease of $321 million over 1963
more of their working days on staff
Increase in Time Billed
costs.
contact, meetings, and supervision
The increasing size of machine
A survey of 30 management con
than on analysis.
expenditures
lends added impor
sulting firms, ranging in staff size
The heads of the planning de
tance
to
the
Government’s recent
from 10 to 250 men, covering their
partments are somewhat younger
emphasis
on
buying
computers out
distribution of client billings for
(43, on the average) than other ex
right
rather
than
renting
them.
the years 1960-64, has just been is
ecutives of comparable position and
Over
half
the
costs
during
1965
sued by the Association of Con
salary (a mean of about $22,500 a
will
be
incurred
by
the
Defense
sulting Management Engineers.
year). All but three came from oth
Department, which estimates it will
According to the study, there
er departments, usually from staff
need
about $739 million. Next larg
has been a significant increase in
jobs. A majority had their under
est
user
of electronic data process
the amount of time billed for work
graduate training in engineering;
ing
equipment
will be the Atomic
in the areas of general management,
oddly enough, only one majored in
Energy Commission.
data processing and information
finance and none in accounting.
14
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Operations research is still a frightening phrase to many.
But actually it's merely the application of scientific rules
which anyone can understand and use to the logical steps any
one would take in solving a problem. For example, take the—

XYZ OUTBOARD MOTOR CASE
by Peter H. Burgher
and Donald B. Brout
Arthur Young & Company

is an account of an actual
mathematical terms surprising suc
cess can often be achieved in solv
operations research study. It
tells how the XYZ Companying what appear to be very difficult
achieved
considerable
savings
problems. Furthermore, the sci
ences of statistics and probability
through the help of independent

permit approximating the likeli
consultants in applying operations
hood of something’s happening (or
research to inventory control and
not happening) under various as
ordering. It outlines a practical ap
sumptions. This is not
compli
proach to comparatively routine
cated as it might seem,
this study
problems in a small company,
shows.
which shows that operations re
search is not necessarily a highly
complicated method of solving busi
The situation
ness problems. Since there have
been many articles published re
In the study conducted for XYZ
cently about operations research
Company, statistical concepts were
theory, there is no need to review
combined with certain assumptions
concerning the important factors in
its principles here. The exhibit on
the problem to arrive at solutions
page 23 briefly reviews what oper
for questions that would otherwise
ations research involves.
have been answered by guessing.
There are lots of day-to-day busi
The XYZ Company’s president
ness problems that are open to sci
entific rather than intuitive solu
first learned of the potential for
using operations research when he
tions. By simulating situations in

T
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outlined a problem with which he
was concerned to his consultants
during their visit to his plant on

PETER H. BURGHER, CPA,
is an associate in man

agement

services

with

Arthur Young & Compa

ny in Boston, Massachu

setts. He served on the
audit

of

staff

Young

&

Arthur

Company

in

New York City before
being transferred to Bos
ton. This article was written by Mr. Burgher

on the basis of an actual study for which he
directed the field work. DONALD B. BROUT
is an associate in management services with
Arthur Young & Company in New York

City, specializing in op
erations research and re
lated

areas.

Formerly,

he served as operations
research
analyst
for
United Aircraft Corpora
tion. Mr. Brout provided

the technical background
for

the

study

support

ing this article.
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another matter. His company is a
president recognized that this situ
since the previous distributor had
small distributor whose sales ap
ation was complicated and decided
operated pretty much on a “shoe
proximate $1.5 million annually.
to look into it further. His discus
string” basis. The factory did have
The company distributes chainsaws,
sion with the consultants brought
some data, however.
generators, snow-blowers, and sim
Fourth, there had been a history
out the following facts which made
ilar gasoline-engine-powered equip
of declining sales for this brand,
it apparent that there were both the
ment in a four-state region. Its suc
and XYZ learned that the best that
need and the opportunity for a de
could be hoped in this first year
cess or failure rests largely upon
tailed study of the problem.
how successfully it handles the
was to stem the decline. The com
tasks of selling its various lines,
pany could not expect to increase
Seven phases of problem
controlling its inventory, and or
volume until next year, when its
reputation and demonstrated excel
dering from manufacturers.
First,
the selling season ap
lence in service and parts deliv
proached, XYZ’s president realized
The problem was a new line
eries, etc., would be better known
that XYZ was entering—outboard
that he had no experience in the
to the marine dealers.
outboard market. The dealers were
motors. It seemed natural for the
Fifth, if XYZ over-ordered,
company to take on outboard mo
marine outlets, which were gener
quantities of motors left over at the
tors since the line appeared to tie
ally different from those handling
season’s end would have to be sold
in with existing sales methods, dis
the company’s other lines.
at a discount either in the fall or in
Second, the outboard motor sell
tribution practices, and facilities.
ing season was a short one. It ter
the following year. Furthermore,
The outboard line promised more
such sales might reduce demand
than $250,000 in additional yearly
minated abruptly about halfway
for next year’s models, which other
through the summer in the com
volume with only a moderate in
wise might have been sold at a
pany’s market area.
crease in investment.
Third, very little existed in the
greater profit.
Before he committed himself ful
there were indications that
way of records or historical data
ly to the new line, however, the
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the factory was having trouble mak
ing deliveries.
Seventh, if dealers’ demands were
not satisfied, they might change to
competing brands, with serious
consequences for XYZ’s next year’s
sales.
This sounds like selling Christ
mas trees in February or last night’s
newspaper, doesn’t it?
At this point, the selling season
had just started and XYZ was in a
position either to order heavily in
anticipation of sales equal to those
of previous years or to “go slow”
and approach the season cautious
ly. As might be expected, the real
solution finally proved to be some
where in between. Reaching this
solution first required a more pre
cise definition of the problem these
symptoms pointed
The problem

In the face of these interacting
conditions, the problem was to pick
the right quantity of motors for
each model in the line so that deal
er demands would be satisfied to
the greatest possible extent consist
ent with not having any apprecia
ble stock of units left over at the
end of the season. The right quan
tity would be that which maxi
mized expected profit, weighing
potential gains against potential
losses. This is precisely the sort of
problem to which an operations re
search approach can be usefully ap
plied.
The approach

Four basic tasks were undertak
en in the XYZ case. Actually, they
were not too different from the
common sense steps anyone would
take in any approach to the prob
lem.
These tasks were as follows:
1. Develop a reliable estimate
requirements (and an inventory
policy).
2. Determine availability
stock.
3. Establish up-to-date records
covering inventory and commit
ments.
May-June, 1965
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The problem: Picking the right quantity of motors in each
model to satisfy dealer demands while avoiding leftover stock.
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year’s Vol.suitants
the9 company per
forecasts.
sonnel how to generalize the deal
Let us examine these tasks in de
ers’ forecasts to cover the entire
tail.
range between the optimistic and
pessimistic estimates.

Requirements
Applying the estimates
The relationship between expect

ed sales (and the profit that could
be achieved on those sales) and the
possibility of not selling items in
ventoried in anticipation of sales
(and the costs this would involve)
was important in developing a re
liable estimate of requirements.
First, the consultants recommended
that the president of XYZ deter
mine what the outboard motor sales
were likely to be. This was done by
contacting the dealers and then
evaluating their replies as described
below. Next, the expected profits or
“losses” from having motors in stock
were identified and taken into ac
count. Finally, an optimum order
quantity was determined. The opti
mum was determined to be the
point at which the highest expected
profit could be obtained.

Estimating

The consultants suggested to the
president of XYZ that he request
his dealers to provide him with
volume estimates for the various
models they expected to sell. He
also asked for estimates (covering
all models in one total) of:
The lowest quantity they might
sell
The quantity they believed they
were most likely to sell
The highest quantity they might
sell.
This three-level estimating pro
cedure is the key to the rest of the
job since it permits mathematical
solution of the most important
probability aspects, which would
be impossible with just a singlelevel forecast. More about this fol
lows.
The dealers’ forecasts were com
pared with all available historical
data. Wide variations were investi
gated, and adjustments were made
where required. Then, using the
formulas explained later, the con
18
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The probability of selling any
given quantity of units was ob
tained by assuming that there was
no chance of selling less than the
pessimistic forecast (A) or more
than the optimistic forecast (C)
units. The chance of selling was as
sumed to increase along straight
lines (see the insert in Figure 1 on
page
to a maximum at the
point labeled “ ” The probability
of selling exactly “B” units is
2
, mathematically
equal to
C —A
speaking, so that the total proba
bility of selling any number of units
is equal to one.1
Using these assumptions, the
probability of selling at least a par
ticular number of units (X) can be
found from the following equa
tions :
P=1
for any X quantity less than A

(X —A)2
P = l(B-A)(C-A)
for any X quantity between A and B
(C-X)2
P=
(C-B)(C-A)
for any X quantity between B and C

for any

P=0
quantity greater than

Where
P = the probability of selling at
least
units at full price
= the quantity selected for test
A = the pessimistic forecasts
B = the most likely forecasts
= the optimistic forecasts
A solution for a test quantity of
800 units (using 200 for A, 500 for
B, and 1200 for C) is shown in the
following example:
1The area of the triangle in Figure 1
equals ½(C —A) times the height of the
triangle (the probability of selling exact
ly “B units). With this area equal to
one, solution of the equation for the
2
.
height of the triangle yields C —A
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FIGURE I

(1200 —800)2
(1200 — 500)(1200 — 200)
P = 22.8%
P =

The average or expected quan
tity of sales can be obtained by
trial and error or by calculation.
The expected quantity would oc
cur, of course, where P equals 50
per cent. In this case it works out
to roughly 610 units.2
2Another method
optimistic, pessi
mistic, and most likely estimates is asso
ciated with PERT (the Program Evalua
tion and Review Technique popularized
for controlling multi-task projects). This
method uses different assumptions to cal
culate the expected
as follows:

May-June, 1965
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This probability information was
later combined with the other fac
tors that would affect the buying
decision.

Profit and loss potentials
In deciding what quantity to or
der, the potentials for profit and
loss that could be attributed to
Expected =

(AX2) + (BX4) + (CX2)
8

Using the PERT formula would give
expected value of 600 units in the above
example. The PERT formula assumes a
smooth curve (the Beta distribution) in
stead of the triangle in Figure 1.

having a unit in inventory were
identified.
Of all the available considera
tions, the following were selected
as being the most significant identi
fiable factors. The percentages
shown are based on selling price to
dealers:

Potential gross profit from
selling an extra unit
15%

Possible markdown on ex
cess quantities (average of
markdowns for immediate dis
posal and for disposal next sea
son) 15%
19
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OUTBOARD MOTOR CASE

OPTIMUM ORDER QUANTITY

ESTIMATED VALUE
OF GAIN OR LOSS (BASED
ON SELLING PRICE) FROM
ADDING AN EXTRA UNIT
TO INVENTORY

POTENTIAL MARKDOWNS, CARRYING
COSTS AND EFFECT
FUTURE
PROFITS TIMES PROBABILITY
OF NOT SELLING AN EXTRA
UNIT

GROSS PROFIT TIMES
PROBABILITY OF
SELLING
EXTRA UNIT

ANY UNITS ORDERED IN
EXCESS OF ROUGHLY 545
RESULT IN A POTENTIAL
"LOSS"

UNITS

FIGURE 2

Carrying costs (assumed effec
tive average interest rate) * 2%
Effect of excess units on next
season’s sales** 7%



24%

* One-half of eight months’ in
terest on cost, assuming half of
any excess units will be dis
posed of at the end of the sea
son and half will be held until
next year.
** Expected loss of gross prof
it resulting from lost sales in
next year, per unit held over.

These factors were established

by the president’s using his current
knowledge, general experience in
distribution, conversations with the
dealers, and data concerning the
previous and other distributors’ pol
icies (after discussing with the con
sultants all of the possible factors
that could be considered

Optimum order quantity
The next thing that had to be
done was to tie all of these facts
concerning estimated sales and
profit and loss potentials together
into an order quantity that would
maximize the expected profit.

20
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Having determined the proba
bilities of selling various quantities
of units and the estimated profit
and/or loss effects of holding the
extra units, the consultants were
then ready to help the company to
determine an optimum order quan
tity. Figure 2 above shows profit
and loss for the range of potential
orders.
The probability of selling various
quantities of units was used to plot
the profit and loss lines. The opti
mum order quantity is found at the
point of intersection of the lines.
You will note that the slope of the
curves is not constant and that the
Management Services
22
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optimum quantity cannot be calcu
lated from the 15:24 relationship of
the profit and loss factors without
reference to the respective proba
bilities of selling quantities within
the range of orders.
Model mix

With an optimum total quantity
established, the dealers’ estimates
of model requirements were ap
plied to the total. XYZ personnel
also applied their judgment con
cerning current market changes
and historical usage (this was the
only information that was available
from the factory). Approximate re
quirements for each type of motor
were obtained. While the distribu
tion among the models could be no
better than the forecasts, the presi
dent of XYZ had two things op
erating in his favor:
1. He would order no more total
units than his optimum calculation
gave him, and
2. If he erred, he could err pur
posely on the side of conservatism
on big expensive units; he could
afford to be liberal with smaller
motors. Too much of this could, of
course, destroy the effectiveness
the optimum order calculations.
A comparison of the dealers’ es
timates of the percentages of the
various models they would require
showed a favorable relationship
with the previous experience. “Hot”
models were found to be still pop
ular in the current year’s line.3
Next, XYZ put the information
obtained in these procedures to use
in determining how many units to
order for the rest of the year. The
first step was to find out what stock
was available.
By this time the outboard selling

3The president of XYZ requested the
dealers to provide him with percentages,
in effect, by asking, If you could order
only ten motors, how would
order
them?” This method
easily under
stood by the dealers and produced esti
mates that looked reasonable
though
some rounding necessarily occurred in a
quantity as small as ten. In the aggre
, this rounding effect tendedfirm
to even

out over the various models.

season had started, and, naturally,
XYZ had ordered a number of mo
tors to fill immediate needs. Some
of these motors had been sold, and
the season appeared to be progress
ing normally.
Availability

At this point, the president was
armed with the data concerning op
timum order quantity and model
mix described above. He now pro
ceeded to translate his “needs” into
actions and place orders or take
whatever steps were necessary to
ensure that XYZ had the required
supply of motors.
This supply of motors could
come from three sources:
1. XYZ’s own inventory
2. The factory
3. Other outboard motor distrib
utors.
First, the facts as to how many
units were on hand and how many
units were on order were deter
mined.


A simple schedule was made (see
Figure 3 on page 22) which spread

all of the available data in columns
and simplified order calculations for
each model in the line. The sched
ule shows that ordering to the op
timum quantity would require a net
reduction in the orders already
placed with the factory. This is not
allcould
that was done, however.
Availability data obtained from
the factory indicated impending
shortages in certain models. These
turned out to be the “middle-of-theline” 25-horsepower models and
the biggest electric long-shaft mod
el, the very same types in which
XYZ appeared to require additional
quantities. At this point, the com
pany pressed its salesmen for more
intensive action. Instructions were
issued to do two things: (a) con
tact all of the dealers for
or
ders based on their forecasts
(which added up to more than the
expected or optimum numbers) and
at the same time (b) try to get
the dealers to revise their alloca
tions from one model to another in
placing their orders. By revising
product mix relationships XYZ
hoped to fulfill the highest propor21
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The company asked dealers: "If you
order only ten motors,
how would you order them?" This gave percentage projections.
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SCHEDULE OF OUTBOARD MOTOR REQUIREMENTS
(Mid-Season estimates)

Units available

Units required
1964

On

estimated

total

Sold

Remain

Present

require
ments*

to

sales

date

ing
needs

75

52

35

37

25
22

109

108

61

120

17

120
16

55
9

30

Previous
year's

Model

3

H.P.

7.5 H.P. reg.
7.5 H.P. Long Shaft
9.5 H.P.
H.P. reg.
H.P. Long Shaft
25

25
50

50
80
80
Total

inven

ordered

Units
avail

tory

facto ry

units

able

Quantity
to order
(to
cancel)

27

9

25

34

(7)

15
47

5

12

25

32

17
57

(10)

65

42

20

7

1

10

3
12

10

22

(5)

33
20

(2)

15

12

36

32

15

17

77

61

30

20

49
52

43
49

31

31
12

13

H.P. Electric
H.P. Electric Long Shaft

5

15

21

28

11

600

545

15
—
159

261

126

62
1

10

3

27

H.P. Electric
H.P. Electric Long Shaft

284

Back-

order
from

—
10

26

(2)

3
6

9

(8)
2

—

275

(14)

*Using the optimum determined in Figure 2

FIGURE 3

tion of the dealers’ requirements.
Often customers can be upgraded
from the 25-horsepower models to,
say, 45’s, which will do a better job
at such things as water-ski towing.
As a result of these steps, the
company ended up with fewer
“over-ordered” units in all catego
ries. At this point, the president
XYZ could contact other distribu
tors and trade excess stocks, if any.
Orders were placed with the fac
tory for units still in production. A

rule for handling subsequent orders
was established to the effect that
orders would be placed for only
what could be presold if the result
ing total quantity exceeded the op
timum.
Dealers appreciated the direct
approach, too, since by giving them
early notice of which models XYZ
could deliver XYZ helped them
make realistic promises to custo
mers. As businessmen, they appre
ciated (but did not wholly agree

with) XYZ’s basic conservatism.4
The third major phase of the pro
gram was establishing up-to-date
records for control over stock and
commitments. Other than serial
number controls, no records had
previously been maintained cover
ing (1) quantities on hand, (2)
units on order, and (3) motors
available for sale.
Records

A simple perpetual record was
designed by the consultants to pro
vide for weekly postings in three
sections covering the above data.
This record was used for a contin
uous control over the status of each
motor in the line. The consultants
also suggested that the president
carry a quick-reference pocketsized card on which the weekly
4One thing the president did encourage,
in pushing early firm orders, was that the
dealers use the “floor plan” method of
financing their purchases. Under this
method financing for dealer purchases is
arranged with factory-owned financing
organization. XYZ guaranteed fixed per
centage of the dealer’s indebtedness in
return, in effect, for eliminating XYZ’s
accounts receivable. This eased the drain
on XYZ’s working capital and enabled
the dealers to carry greater inventories
at only a small increase in risk to XYZ.

22
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A major phase of the program was establishing good control over
quantities on hand, units on order, and motors available for sale.

balances for the three categories
would be posted. New postings
were made each week. This simpli
fied the president’s decision mak
ing
misswhile he was traveling around
with his salesmen visiting the vari
ous dealers. The salesmen were
also, of course, kept informed of
each model’s status. These systems
and procedures improvements con
tributed materially to the success
of the operations research aspects
of the solution.
Scientific study is effective only
if carried to working conclusions.
Good records (in this case) were
the key to making the approach
work. Conditions change, dealers
fail or are added, the factory
changes its output—all of these fac
tors combine to force continual re
view of the initial optimum order
calculations. Therefore, continuing
control over the status of the com
pany’s inventory and commitments
was essential to allow for the
changes that were sure to take
place.
To illustrate the importance of
such control, imagine yourself
blindfolded with a bare table in
front of you. Someone tosses an
eraser on the table without telling
you where it is. Try to put your
finger on the eraser. Chances are
May-June, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965

you’ll
it by a wide margin. But,
if you are allowed one peek, the
eraser will be a lot easier to find.
It is this “peek” that such inven
tory status records will provide.
By continuously monitoring the
status of inventory on hand, on or
der, and available for sale, the pres
ident of XYZ was able to watch his
entire outboard motor position at
all times. When a model seemed to

be increasing in supply
con
versely, if one appeared to be all
sold out, action was taken to cor
rect the condition.
Near the end of the selling sea
son it became very important to
watch the status of each type of
motor so that early action could be
taken to dispose of any
quan
tities. The discounts and carrying
costs considered in the profit and

WHAT IS O/R?

Operations research is an approach to problem solving
for executive management which is characterized by:

The use of mathematical, economic, and statistical
descriptions or models of business problems.
The development of methods or rules to yield
measures of the relative profitability of alternative
courses of action.

Application to decision-oriented problems in situa
tions of conflict, complexity, or uncertainty.
Analyses of relationships which determine the
probable future effects of decision choices.*
*From H. M. Wagner, “Practical Slants on Operations Research,” Harvard
Business Review, May-June, 1963.
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tic, most likely, and optimistic esti
mates. Thus, the entire evalua
tion procedure should be carried
through simply and easily based on
this year’s experience.

The results of this study were so
successful that they appeared to be
way out of line with the effort ex
pended. Sales of motors were with
in a few units of the calculated
optimum, and fewer than twenty
motors were sold at a discount. In
ventories were brought to the de
sired levels and held there. By the
end of the season only the planned
number of units (in the popular
categories) were on hand to meet
anticipated late orders. A gross
profit of approximately $50,000 was
achieved where there could have
been an out-of-pocket loss of an
estimated $35,000 to $40,000. The
cost of gathering information and
operating the inventory records was
negligible, and the consultants’ fees
The president was supplied with a record, updated weekly,
were a small fraction of the gross
showing stock and commitments for all models of motors.
profit.
All of this did not happen by ac
model and the flow of demand
cident. The success of the engage
loss potentials previously men
could be extracted from the records.
tioned were reviewed so that XYZ
ment proved to the president of
In addition, the consultants sug
XYZ that careful planning pays off.
could set standards for quick dis
gested that the dealers’ forecasts be
By working with his consultants he
posal instead of carrying
compared with their actual per
added materially to his effective
units over to the next year. It was
formance. Fortunately, XYZ had
ness and insured that the addition
economical to clear units out of in
of the outboard line was a profita
records
that
showed
dealers
’
total
ventory (assuming the estimates of
unit
sales,
although
this
data
could
ble move for the XYZ Company.
discounts that might be required a
have been generated by saving and
And, as a result, the XYZ personnel
year later were accurate) at any
sorting extra copies of shipping no
were trained in the use of a new
value up to the sum of future dis
tices or sales invoices. (Dealer in
concept and were provided with
count estimates plus carrying costs.
ventories are a minor factor.)
working tools they could apply
This was preferable to holding such
With the information obtained
other products and situations.
units until the following year when
from this comparison and the fac
their value might be even less than
It may seem that this case history
tory’s estimates of availability and
of a practical application of opera
estimated, when their sale would
timing, XYZ could be ready with
directly affect demand for then
tions research displays as much ap
valuable data to help obtain open
plication of common sense as
current models, and when the “pres
ing orders for each model in next
science. This is true. Scientific anal
ent value” of having the resulting
year’s line from the dealers.
by itself will not solve business
funds would be less than if the
Finally, the consultants suggest
problems—but mathematical tech
units had been sold earlier.
ed that XYZ should survey the
niques when applied with practical
dealers at least twice during the
imagination can produce significant
Preparing for next year
next season so as to have data for
results. Recognizing the existence
“opening” the season and also to
of a problem is the biggest part
Finally, since the company ex
have even more accurate forecasts
the job. A bit of imagination
pected to continue in the outboard
halfway
through
the
season.
This
enable you to tackle some tough
motor business, it made sense for it
second set of forecasts would reflect
situations with the assurance that
to get ready for the next year’s
the effects of any changes in con
they can be handled successfully.
forecasts. A lot of information was
ditions that might develop during
When it is properly applied, opera
generated through the use of the
the model run. These forecasts
tions research can make a signifi
perpetual records mentioned above.
cant contribution to management.
would, of course, include pessimis
For example, both the sales by
24
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Too small a reorder quantity forces too frequent reorders and increases the
danger of stock-outs; a large reorder quantity increases daily average carry
ing costs. Here’s a method of finding the best possible balance in—

SETTING INVENTORY REORDER POINTS
by Fritz A. McCameron

Louisiana State University

businessman
unfamiliar
tion, wherein the characteristics of
with the newer mathematical
a real-world situation are artificial
techniques of management mightly duplicated in a mathematical
well be surprised the first time he
model. These simulations may in
is advised to apply the Monte Car
volve the random occurrence of
lo method to the solution of his
some event. This characteristic
inventory control problems. What,
randomness gives the simulation
he might ask, do inventories have
process its name, Monte Carlo.
to do with the well known gam
The Monte Carlo method pro
vides a means of solving problems
bling resort on the Mediterranean?
under conditions of uncertainty.
From one point of view, inven
tory management does have some
Most problems that are dealt with
by operations research techniques
similarities to the activities carried
involve one or more unknowns
on at Monte Carlo. It is an under
whose relationships are known;
taking of some risk and with high
they are solved by setting up and
stakes. It is not these similarities
evaluating equations. Monte Carlo,
that are the subject of this article,
on the other hand, may be used if
however, but rather the use of a
the relationships between variables
new technique for reviewing inven
are so vague as to prevent the de
tory activity and judging the pro
velopment and solution of equa
priety of inventory reorder points.
tions or if events “just happen” at
The technique is that of simula

he

T
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any point in time and so are too
unpredictable to be introduced in
to deterministic equations.
To solve problems of this nature,
an artificial situation is created, de
signed to act as much like the real
situation as possible. Even the ran-
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domness of the occurrence of sig
known about the nature of the ran
random numbers
*
spread evenly
nificant events is built in, in a
dom event. First, its occurrence
over the interval .00-.99 is required.
manner discussed below. No at
must be truly random, meaning
At the appropriate point in the
tempt is made to solve for the un
that the likelihood of occurrence of
simulation run a number would be
knowns directly. Instead, a possible
any one value is in no way depen
drawn from the supply. If the value
solution is selected by guess. It is
dent on some other event. Second,
chosen were between .00 and .79,
introduced into the model, and the
the range of possible events or val
the assumption of a cloudy day
synthetic world is put through a
ues and the distribution over the
would be used on that iteration. If
number of cycles, or iterations, to
range must be known. This sched
the value were between .80 and .99,
see how it acts with the introduced
ule of possible values is called a
the day would be assumed fair. In
probability distribution. In the
conditions in force. If the model
this fashion, 80 per cent of all days
does not perform satisfactorily un
calculation of a probability dis
should appear in the simulation to
der these circumstances, other pos
tribution, the likelihood of each
be cloudy and 20 per cent fair, thus
sible choices are made and tested.
occurrence is compared with other
introducing the effect of the ran
The process is continued until an
possibilities. The sum of all possi
dom event into the simulation.
swers are found that do seem ac
ble happenings is assigned a value
ceptable. The method does not
of 1.0, and each possibility is as
Applications
necessarily lead to a “right” answer,
signed some fraction of 1.0 that
or “best” results, but simply to the
expresses its relative probability of
This technique has application in
best under the circumstances test
occurrence. For example, if the
a number of areas of accounting
weather were four times as likely
ed.
and management decision making
to be cloudy
fair, “cloudy”
where the exact relationship be
would be given a probability of .8,
tween variables is unknown and
Random event
“fair” would be given a probability
where real-world testing is imprac
The key to the situation  is the
of .2, and the total probability
tical. For example, simulation may
random event. On the one hand,
would be 1.0. An example of a
be used to consider the addition of
its presence makes the evaluation
probability distribution may be
new customer service facilities
of the situation by orthodox means
found in Exhibit 1 on this page.
where the arrival of customers is
impossible. On the other hand, it
Monte Carlo simulation requires
enables the analyst to find a solu
that the randomness of events be
* Random numbers are numbers drawn
tion through testing possible an
duplicated in the model. If the
from a source where any value is as like
swers in a number of iterations.
weather conditions previously cit
ly to appear as any other. Published
The speed and capacity of elec
ed occurred at random, in order to
tables of random numbers may be ob
tained and used for this purpose. It is
tronic computers make this feasible
simulate the weather it would be
interesting to note that most tables of
where manual solution would not
necessary to produce synthetically
random numbers nowadays should prob
be practical.
the effect of conditions 80 per cent
ably be called pseudo-random, for they
To solve a problem by Monte
cloudy and 20 per cent fair. This is
are often prepared by that slave of pre
Carlo simulation, much must be
done easily enough. A supply of
dictability, the electronic computer.

EXHIBIT I
DAILY DEMAND
(250 DAYS)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Units

Days

Probability

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10
12
15
20

.04
.048
.060
.080
.120
.180
.224
.168
.080

45
42
20

250
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1.000

—

(4)
Cumulative
Probability

.040
.088
.148
.228
.348
.528
.752
.920
1.000

(5)
Weighted Daily
Demand

0
12
30
60
120
225
336
294
160

1,237
—
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[wholecance
issue]of accurate determination of
to improve
older
methods
random and where costs such as
these costs is commented on later
calculating reorder points, but
the loss of revenue through lost
in the article. The company’s expe
whether or not it will result in sav
sales or inoperative productive
rience with sales of Item is sum
ings that exceed the costs of neces
units may be assigned to “waiting.”
marized in Exhibit 1. Sales for the
sary analysis must be determined
In applications of this sort the ser
past 250 days are assumed to have
separately in each specific instance.
vice facility may be any operative
been analyzed to obtain these data.
Second, the example to follow is
unit of the company, and the “cus
In no instance were more than
deliberately kept simple. If the
tomer” may be any division or unit
eight units sold in one day. On ten
technique is applied in an actual
operated on by the unit studied.
different days no units were sold.
situation, many other factors are
Thus, this kind of study might be
Other sales volumes fell between
likely
to
intrude
to
complicate
the
appropriate for research into the
these extremes; they may be seen
model.
To
attempt
to
introduce
and
proper number of check-out lines
by
a review of Columns (1) and (2)
treat
these
in
this
article,
however,
in a supermarket, the availability
of
Exhibit
1. These volumes vary in
would only complicate and obscure
of repair facilities in a factory, or
a
random
fashion,
that is, variations
the point being made.
the number of machines ready to
are
not
attributable
to a particular
With these qualifications, let us
process materials in a production
cause. If this were not the case, in
take a look at a model of activity in
line.
cidentally, the model could be
Inventory Item X.
This article deals with the ap
changed to compensate for fluctua
plication of the Monte Carlo simu
tions due to known causes.
lation method to certain aspects of
Inventory maintenance
The delay between placement of
inventory control. The mechanics
a purchase order and the receipt of
of simulation are discussed, and a
Assume that Item X is carried in
the inventory is also a random vari
new way of setting inventory re
inventory. It is purchased in quan
able.
An analysis of the last 80 or
order points is considered.
tities of 60 units, which has been
ders
indicates
that, while it never
Before turning to the example
determined to be the best reorder
took
longer
than
ten days to re
that forms the basis of the article,
quantity for this particular article.
ceive
merchandise,
in ten instances
two qualifications must be set forth.
The item is not subject to seasonal
it
took
that
long.
In
three instances
First, there are several ways to set
fluctuations. To carry a unit of
it
took
only
four
days
to receive
reorder points. Generally, they all
on hand costs $.15 per day. If the
shipment.
Other
delay
periods
are
provide for uncertainties in sales
company runs out of the article,
as
indicated
in
Exhibit
2
on
this
and delivery patterns by the main
any unfilled sales orders are not
page, Columns (1) and (2).
tenance of extra stock of critical
back-ordered. It has been deter
It might seem at this point that
items. The real question is the
mined that the cost of a lost sale is
an easy solution offers itself. The
number of such extra units to car
$1.20 in lost revenue. Obviously,
weighted daily sales demand (Ex
ry, for too many may cause unnec
the choice of a carrying cost and an
hibit 1, Column 5) has been calcu
essary expense and too few may
out-of-stock cost is an important de
result in lost sales. The method ex
lated in the following manner: The
cision. For the moment the costs
plored here represents an attempt
specified are assumed; the signifi
number of units demanded is mul-

EXHIBIT 2
DELIVERY LAG
(80 ORDERS)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Days' Delay

Occurrences

Probability

4

3
6
10
15
20
16
10

6
7
8

9
10

.0750

.1875
.2500
.2000
.1250
1.0000
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(4)
Cumulative
Probability

.1125
.2375
.4250
.6750
.8750
1.0000

(5)
Weighted
Lag Time

12
30
60
105
160
144
100
611
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tiplied by the number of days on
the total of carrying and stock-out
which such demand existed. This
costs.
total is divided by the number of
This may be done in several
ways. Tools no more complicated
days in the study (1,237/250),
than pencil and paper may be used.
which gives a weighted average
For a very sophisticated answer,
daily demand of 4.95, or about 5
however, a computer is required.
units per day. Application of the
The following conditions are as
same technique to the data in the
sumed in the model:
Delivery Lag Table (Exhibit 2) in
dicates a weighted total lag time of
Beginning
611 days and a weighted average
inventory:
20 units
lag of 7.6 days (611/80). Thus it
Reorder
would seem, on the average, that it
quantity:
60 units
will take about seven and a half
Carrying
$.15 per unit/
days to receive an order after its
placement and that in this period
cost:
per day
the company will sell about 38
Out of stock
cost:
$1.20 per unit
units (7.6 days’ lag times 5 units
daily sales). Therefore, according
to this calculation, the reorder
No orders are outstanding
point should be 38 units.
at the start of the itera
However, our analysis has failed
tion. Daily demand and
Conditions of inventory
up to this point to consider carry
order lag time are random
ing cost and reorder quantities. Ob
variables, as in Exhibits 1
are synthesized and the re
viously, the higher the carrying cost
and 2.
the smaller the optimum inventory
order point varied
The order system is assumed to
will be. Conversely, as the penalty
until a reasonable range
work as follows: At the beginning
for going out of stock increases,
of each day an inventory clerk
evidenced
by
an
increasing
out-of
of points
been covered.
counts the number of units on hand
stock cost, there will be reason to
and compares this count with the
carry more and more inventory.
The optimum is that
reorder point to determine wheth
The problem is complicated by the
point which minimizes
er or not to place an order. If
fact that a relatively small reorder
stocks
are below the reorder level,
quantity forces orders to be placed
the total of carrying and
he
checks
to see if an order has
more frequently and increases the
already
been
placed, for it is the
stockout costs.
likelihood of stock-outs. large re
company
’
s
practice
never to have
order quantity, while decreasing
two
orders
outstanding
at the same
the likelihood of stock-outs, in
time.
If
no
order
is
outstanding,
an
creases the daily average carrying
order
is
placed
if
needed.
cost. At this point the problem be
Carrying costs are assessed at the
gins to defy simple solution, and
beginning of the day on the units
the Monte Carlo method is em
on hand.
ployed.
Sales occur throughout the day
as set out in Exhibit 1. Inventory
Monte Carlo
on hand is issued as requested, if
In this approach to a solution,
available. If on-hand stocks are in
the company’s experience with the
sufficient to fill all orders, the
inventory item is simulated in a
amount on hand is issued and the
dynamic model of the real world.
out-of-stock charge is assessed for
Conditions of inventory purchase
unfilled orders.
and sale are synthesized, and the
Several days are required to re
reorder point is varied until a rea
ceive an order once it has been
sonable range of points has been
placed. This lag varies randomly,
covered. Activity is simulated for
as shown in Exhibit 2. The order
each choice of reorder point until
day counts as one of the lag days.
the results of the point’s use are
The simulation will follow the
known. The optimum point is as
steps of the inventory clerk exactly,
sumed to be that which minimizes
except that the number of units
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss3/9
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sold and the number of days’ lag in
purchase delivery must be simulat
ed. First, the probability of the
occurrence of any particular sales
volume or delivery lag is calculat
ed. This is done in Exhibits 1 and
2 by expressing each event’s occur
rence as a decimal fraction of all
occurrences. For example, on 10
days out of the 250 surveyed,
no units were demanded. This
amounts to .04 (10/250) of all the
events surveyed. If 1.00 is selected
as certainty, as is conventional, the
probability of having sales of 0
EXHIBIT 3
units on any one day is .04. The
probabilities of other sales volumes
and delivery lags are calculated in
similar fashion. Results may be
seen in Column 3, Exhibits 1 and 2.
Cumulative probabilities

Next, the cumulative probability
(Column 4, Exhibits 1 and 2) is
calculated. This is obtained by add
ing the probabilities and indicates,
in the Daily Demand Table, the
probability of selling a certain
number of units or less on a single
day. For example, the probability
of selling 8 units or less is 1.00, or
certainty, since more than this has
never been sold. By the same to
ken, the probability of selling 4
units or less is .348, or about 1/3.
The probability of selling any par
ticular volume is the probability of
selling that volume or less, minus
the probability of selling less. This
concept is essential if random num
bers are to be used to simulate
activity.
To facilitate the use of the cumu
lative probabilities, they are shown
graphically in Exhibit 3 on this
page and Exhibit 4 on page 30. In
each instance cumulative probabil
ities are plotted vertically. Units
demanded and days’ lag are plot
ted horizontally.
When the cumulative probabili
ties are plotted on the graph, the
different probabilities associated
with each event become apparent.
More probable alternatives are seen
have greater space allocated to
them on the “cumulative frequen
cy” scale. On the Daily Demand
May-June, 1965
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EXHIBIT 4

Graph (Exhibit 3), for example, the
probability assigned to “6 units de
manded” is much greater than that
assigned to “0 units demanded.” If
a random number is chosen to rep
resent sales activity, it is much
more likely to lie in the range .528.752, thus symbolizing a demand
for six units, than in the range .000.040, which represents a demand
for 0 units. In this fashion numbers
drawn at random and plotted
against the different interval sizes
should give an exact reflection of
the relative importance of each in
terval. The last tool needed for
manual simulation is a table of ran
dom numbers. A small table of ran
dom numbers is supplied in Exhibit
5 on page 31.
Simulation

The simulation of inventory ac
tivity, assuming the test of a reor
der point of 15, proceeds as fol
lows: At the start of Day 1 the
has 20 units on hand. There
fore, the carrying cost for the day
is $3.00 (20 units times $.15). After
this charge is computed, a check is
made to see if an order should be
placed. Since inventory exceeds the
reorder point, no order is necessary.
Sales are next simulated by choos
ing a random number and fitting
it to the cumulative distribution
daily demand, shown in Exhibit 3.
The first random number from Ex
hibit 5, .6548, is matched against
the cumulative frequency scale by
reading up the scale. This number,
as a probability, corresponds to a
sales demand of 6. (See dotted
lines indicating interpretation of
the random number.) Therefore,
the first day’s sales are assumed
be 6 units; this number is subtract
ed from inventory. Fourteen units
remain. Since all sales orders are
filled, there is no out-of-stock
The process is repeated for the
second day. Now, the beginning in
ventory is 14 units, and the daily
30
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The simulation process may be continued for any desired number of days ....

carrying charges are $2.10. This
should be added to the previous
carrying charges, making a cumu
lative charge of $5.10.
The inventory on hand is now
matched against the reorder point
of 15, and it is seen that the reorder
point has been passed. An order is
consequently simulated. This is
done by drawing another random
number and matching it against
the cumulative probabilities in Ex
hibit 4.
The next number in the random
table is .8012. When this is read
against the vertical scale in Exhib
it 4, it is seen to simulate an order
requiring nine days for delivery
(see dotted lines). Thus, the de
livery lag is nine days for this itera
tion.
The second day’s sales are simu
lated by the same process as that
used on the first. Sales of six units
are again indicated, leaving an in
ventory on hand of eight units.
The third day’s carrying cost
would be $1.20, making the cumu
lative carrying cost $6.30. No order
would be placed on this day, be
cause an order is already outstand
ing. Sales would be two units,
indicated by the random number
.0989. An inventory balance of six
units would remain.
Count must be made each day

to see if the purchased inventory
has arrived. Therefore, on each day
the delivery lag is reduced by one.
When the lag reaches zero, the or
der’s arrival is simulated and the
balance of inventory on hand is in
creased by the amount of the order.
This process may be continued
for any number of days. Obviously
a reasonable answer will appear
only after the simulation of many
days’ activity. Statistical methods
are available for determining the
number of iterations required to
yield the desired reliability and
precision, but detailed description
of these methods is beyond the
scope of this article.

The problem
After simulation of a sufficient
number of business days, the rela
tive value of the particular reorder
point will be indicated by the av
erage of incurred costs — out-of
stock costs and carrying costs. Oth
er reorder points must then be
chosen and their average daily in
ventory costs computed by the
same process. Generally, inventory
costs will tend to be relatively high
for extremely low reorder points,
reflecting the relation between the
high cost of stock-outs and low
carrying costs. Then, as the reorder

point increases, average daily costs
will decrease. At some point this
process will be reversed and the
costs, reacting to the increasing
pull of the daily carrying costs, will
begin to increase. The reorder point
yielding the lowest average inven
tory costs will be the most desira
ble, if choice is based solely on the
factors considered and if costs are
accurate.

Computer simulation
The correct result of the use of
any reorder point will emerge only
after many iterations. The time re
quired to perform these by hand
drastically limits the usefulness of
the Monte Carlo technique. It is
different when a computer is used.
The problem described was pro
gramed in FORTRAN and run on
an IBM 1620 computer for all re
order points from one through fifty.
Six hundred days’ operations were
simulated for each reorder point,
representing 30,000 days’ experi
ence with the inventory item. This
number of iterations was chosen
arbitrarily and was controlled by
the amount of computer time avail
able. The simulation took approxi
mately two and one-half hours to
run on the computer. Results of this
particular simulation may clearly

EXHIBIT 5
RANDOM DIGITS

.6548

.7435
.0989
.6991
.9149
.8033
.4410
.1255
.6360

May-June, 1965
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.1746
.1772
.4470
.6625
.1422
.6847
.2694
.8515
.1110
.1650

.5804
.4531
.4312

.4642
.4616
.7029
.3297
.1286
.4021

.7303
.2111
.4552
.7662
.9629
.9475
.5314
.5760
.9664
.4365

.4021
.1438
.9628
.9440
.5438
.3708
.4205
.2222
.2870
.0720
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be seen in Exhibit 6 on page 33.
occur in random fashion. Many
The computer simulation follows
combinations of sales, inventory
exactly the manual simulation that
conditions, and lag times might oc
has been described. Carrying
cur within the framework of the
charges are computed on opening
simulation. If enough simulations
inventory balances, which are then
were run (about 1,000 for this ex
checked to determine whether or
ample), the erratic movement of
not a replenishment order should
the total daily cost would tend to
be placed. If so, a random number
disappear.
is chosen and analyzed to deter
It is interesting to scan the col
mine what reorder lag time is to be
umn showing total units sold. While
used, according to the table of
the total of units ordered oscil
cumulative probabilities shown in
lates slightly, the number of units
Exhibit 2. Then daily sales are sim
actually sold tends to grow
the
ulated in like manner. If the inven
reorder point increases.
tory is insufficient to cover sales, an
Exhibit 6 also indicates that a
out-of-stock cost of $1.20 per item
reorder point sufficient to make
is assessed. Finally, a check is made
sure that no sales are lost would
to see if an order receipt is appro
need to be quite high and would
priate, based on the random delay
be by no means the most economi
between order placement and re
cal reorder level. With the random
ceipt. If the order has arrived, it is
ness of sales and delivery times, to
added to inventory and the next
attempt to eliminate altogether the
day is simulated in turn.
loss of sales resulting from out-ofThe process is repeated 600
stock conditions would be prohibi
The quality of answers
times, approximating two years’
tively expensive.
business experience for each chosen
obtained from this or any
reorder point. Carrying cost, outNecessary cost data
of-stock cost, units ordered, and
other Monte Carlo analysis is
units sold are accumulated for the
The quality of answers obtained
tied directly to the validity
iterations. When the 600 days have
from this or any other Monte Carlo
been simulated, the total carrying
analysis is tied directly to the re
of the cost data on which the
cost is divided by this number to
liability and validity of the cost
determine the daily cost. The proc
data on which the investigation is
investigation is predicated.
ess is repeated in the determination
predicated. Unfortunately, the dif
of daily out-of-stock cost. These
ficulty of gathering these costs in
costs are then summed to deter
current systems often precludes use
mine the total daily cost.
of the technique. What are appro
It may be recalled that a weight
priate carrying costs to be charged
ed average of sales and delivery
in this analysis? What is the cost of
lag times suggested a minimum re
going out of stock on a particular
order point of approximately 38
item? These are not easy questions
units. However, a survey of the to
to answer, but they must be an
tal daily cost column in Exhibit 6
swered before the problem can be
would indicate that costs are mini
solved. There must be cost figures
mized at a reorder point of approx
which are more reliable than mere
imately 28 units. The reorder range
guesses.
from 23 to 28 units results in costs
Carrying costs include many in
curred costs which are now record
which are generally lower than
charges associated with other reor
ed and which can be regrouped to
der points.
permit their use. However, total
A quick survey of this column in
costs are not the proper measure
dicates that the Monte Carlo meth
for this purpose. The analysis should
od, processed for 600 iterations per
be based primarily on appropriate
reorder point, does not yield a
variable costs. These might include
smooth curve. Costs tend to be
imputed costs such as interest on
somewhat erratic around a central
investment as well as such incurred
curve. This is to be expected. After
costs as insurance and handling.
all, the firm’s sale and order lags
Out-of-stock costs are much harder
32
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF REORDER POINT

REORDER
POINT

DAILY
CARRYING
COST

DAILY
OUT OF
STOCK
COST
$

$

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3.06
3.06
3.04
3.05
3.05
3.23
3.14

2.51
2.51
2.45
2.36
2.45
2.08
2.36

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

4.51
4.69
4.55
4.65
4.90
4.78
4.94
5.39
5.08
5.19
5.68
5.52
5.57
5.69
5.86
6.25
6.05
6.40

.90
.84
.81
.76
.64
.67
.58
.50
.56
.52
.36
.41
.39
.23
.27
.17
.25
.15

TOTAL
DAILY
COST
$
5.58
5.58
5.49
5.41
5.50
5.32
5.50

TOTAL
UNITS
ORDERED

TOTAL
UNITS
SOLD

AVG.
DAILY
INV.
(UNITS)

3014
2990
2929
2986
3028
2964
3018

1825
1820
1783
1867
1880
1987
1932

20.40
20.42
20.24
20.32
20.32
21.56
20.96

5.41
5.54
5.36
5.42
5.54
5.45
5.53
5.90
5.64
5.72
6.04
5.94
5.96
5.93
6.14
6.42
6.31
6.56

2983
2956
3012
3005
3033
2994
2868
2935
3023
2958
2941
2972
3006
2967
2994
2962
3025
2939

2620
2607
2683
2690
2780
2724
2644
2740
2803
2780
2803
2816
2871
2877
2903
2915
2941
2883

30.04
31.29
30.32
31.00
32.63
31.88
32.96
35.95
33.85
34.63
37.84
36.81
37.15
37.95
39.07
41.68
40.32
42.66

OPTIMUM REORDER POINT IS 28, YIELDING AVERAGE DAILY COST OF $5.23

EXHIBIT 6

to identify and quantify. General
ly, it would appear that the cost of
going out of stock on a particular
item would be the amount of gross
profit sacrificed to the lost sale, or
the cost associated with the disad
vantages of postponement of gross
profit. These costs are not included
in regular accounting records, and
the setting of an amount is not sole
ly an accounting function. It is, of
May-June, 1965
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course, most unlikely that these
costs can ever be determined with
absolute certainty. However, an
amount should be determinable
with reasonable accuracy, and per
haps some measure of reliability
can also be developed.
The lack of completely accurate
costs should not cause the method
to be abandoned without trial.
Many accounting costs are really

estimates based on time-honored
means of approximation. Such
means must be worked out, and
they will be worked out by ac
countants or the practitioners of
some other discipline. When this is
done, the Monte Carlo technique
will offer a valuable means for mak
ing fruitful examinations in busi
ness matters that have heretofore
been ruled by chance.
3
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Much has been written about accounting firms which
use electronic data processing centers. But to date
there’s been comparatively little about the accounting
firm that has installed
own computer. Here’s the
story of one—

ACCOUNTING-EDP CENTER
by Robert M. Smith

Editor

in a retail
store enters a transaction on
a cash register, she is in effect
ing more than providing the cor
rect change and a receipt for a
customer. She is also providing, on
the internal cash register tape, a
complete record of the transaction
— what was sold, or at least the
general classification of what was
sold, the department that sold it,
the price for which it was sold. A
basic record has been created, the
record on which all the important
merchandising records of the store
are based. The all-important data
about the individual sale have been
captured at the time the sale is
made. Ideally, those data for each
individual sale in each department
hen a salesclerk

W

can give the store information need
ed for sales reports, sales and in
do
ventory
reports, sales analyses,
even sales projections.
“Ideally” is the catch. For, unless
the store has a computer, or ac
cess to one, the task of producing
such records on a timely basis from
hundreds or thousands of bits of in
formation about individual sales is
almost insuperable. An electronic
data processor is a requirement if
the best use is to be made of such
information. Yet it is prohibitively
expensive for all but giant stores
in terms of hardware cost and the
knowledge and experience re
quired.
This situation is the background
for the recently announced deci
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sion (see news story, M/S, MarchApril, ’65, page 9) of the National
Retail Merchants Association to of
fer centralized electronic data proc
essing facilities to process machinesensible data submitted by mem
ber stores and return hard copy re
ports to the stores.
But behind this simple statement
of fact, there’s a lot of time and
hard work. There’s also the story
of a small, local CPA
Lennox
and Lennox, of Staten Island, New
York, which was finally picked
the data processing facility to han
dle the NRMA account over such
corporate giants as IBM’s Service
Bureau, Litton Industries, and the
National Cash Register Company.
Lennox and Lennox have been
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deeply involved in automation since
to 39 companies and accountants.
inal entry to hard copy financial
1960 and have had their own com
Thus, for their original clients,
statements, were perfected in terms
puter since July of 1962. The firm’s
Lennox and Lennox did the entire
of the 390, which was installed in
principals, Cyril J. Lennox, John E.
assignment from original creation
July of 1962, under a lease-purchase
Lennox, and E. Keith Danischew
of data through finished product.
agreement.
ski, had become convinced rela
Meanwhile selected staff mem
For the new clients, they did the
tively early that a computer could
final part of a job already partially
bers had attended programing
solve that perennial problem of
school, and others had studied EDP
completed by someone else.
small accounting firms: handling
Gradually, as the firm became
applications in other ways. New
a large volume of write-up work
more
widely known, they began to
York State Society and American
without building an unwieldy and
accept consulting work on other
Institute of CPA meetings and sem
expensive staff. As part of the prep
EDP installations. Sometimes they
inars were visited, and literature
aration for installing their own
would be called in by another CPA
from manufacturers was carefully
computer, they began sending some
to evaluate work he had done,
reviewed.
of their routine work out to ser
sometimes by the company itself.
It is to this careful and painstak
vice centers. They quickly ran into
They added the first non-CPAs to
ing preparation for installation that
difficulties because of lack of un
their management for this consult
John Lennox gives primary credit
derstanding of accounting terminol
ing work.
for the success achieved with the
ogy and techniques on the part of
project almost from the beginning.
those who ran the centers.
Trained as an engineer well
a CPA, he probably had some ad
The cost picture
vantages in adapting so quickly to
All of this increased the firm’s
computer techniques. Yet perhaps
Accounting service bureau
expenses, of course, but the in
the main advantage was his early
creased business generated by the
Experience with commercial ser
acceptance of the fact that the com
computer more than compensated
vice centers only reinforced the
puter is here to stay and all ac
for it. Gross volume increased by
accountants’ twin beliefs that auto
countants had better learn what it
40 per cent while the staff increase
mation did offer great advantages
is and what can be done with it,
was only 19 per cent. By the end of
in speeding the flow of detailed pa
even if they have no plans for com
1964, the firm had the same three
perwork and that CPAs, if they
puters of their own.
CPAs and ten staff accountants they
had the proper equipment, prep
had had for some time, but they
aration, and machine knowledge,
had added two EDP programers
could do a better job of mechani
Growth
and four clerks.
cally preparing financial reports of
When the computer was first in
An idea of the basic costs of the
all kinds than could nonaccount
stalled, it was used only to process
ants.
venture: First of all, in order to get
financial reports for the firm’s regu
the 390 on a lease-purchase ar
Lennox and Lennox decided
lar
clients.
However,
as
clients
saw
rangement, Lennox and Lennox
they were going to get that knowl
the speed with which their work
had to show a Dun & Bradstreet
edge.
could be done, they began request
rating of a minimum net worth
They approached the leading
ing such additional services as cost
$150,000. Expenses, purely for the
computer manufacturers to evalu
and sales analyses, inventory con
computer installation and staff, af
ate various types of EDP equip
trol, budget comparisons, profit
ment, while simultaneously defin
ter the machine was installed were
and
statements, and other sta
as follows:
ing exactly what they wanted the
tistical analyses. All these assign
1. Monthly lease cost of the 390
equipment to do. The three part
ments could be handled easily by
ners realized from the first that it
and peripheral devices, $1,750
the 390,
Lennox and Lennox
is a fatal mistake in installing a
2. Purchase price of one input
found that they could take addi
tape-producing accounting machine
system to order the computer first
tional data processing work from
and then fit the procedures to the
for error correction and preparation
new clients who saw the advantages
equipment. After careful analysis of
of input data, $9,000
of a service center run by CPAs.
their clientele, mostly small- and
3. EDP personnel (two pro
As word of the new installation
medium-size companies in the im
gramer monitors) — annual salary,
spread, other CPAs also began
mediate area of Staten Island, and
$18,000
sending data to be processed just
their present and projected future
4. One clerk — annual salary,
as Lennox and Lennox had earlier
needs, Lennox and Lennox chose
$5,000
sent tape-punched information to
the National Cash Register Com
5. Average monthly overhead,
a commercial service center. By
pany’s 390 as their digital comput
$750.
the end of 1964, the total of such
er. Detailed diagrams of all the
This was the situation as of 1964.
outside clients, over and above
steps necessary to process material,
But already the firm was working
the firm’s regular clients, had risen
on their most ambitious project
all the way from journals of orig
May-June, 1965
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EXHIBIT I
Report I, a weekly sales report, can be compiled either from
point-of-sales recording data or by back office record
ing. The record can be either in dollars or units or both.

date. One of their regular clients
was Garber’s, a small but highly
efficient Staten Island department
store. Garber’s had for a long time
been taking full advantage of Len
nox and Lennox’s computer capa
bilities. And Garber’s was active in
the Smaller Stores Division of the
National Retail Merchants Associ
ation.

NRMA proposal
The NRMA, fully conscious of
the advantages computers offered
the large stores which could afford
them, had evolved a plan: to de
velop a package program under
which small stores could prepare
their basic data in the form of
machine-sensible records that could
in turn be sent to a data center for

further processing. NRMA would
own the basic program, which
would be made available to those
stores that were organized, or could
be organized, to use it. Each indi
vidual store would pay the service
center a fee based on the volume of
its transactions that were handled
by the bureau.
Lennox and Lennox were ap
proached. Would they be interest
ed?
They had a choice. They could
“go for broke” — take a chance, put
in the time and effort to work out
a basic program for the NRMA
in the hope that eventually they
would get the assignment. The re
verse side of the coin was that they
were a small, local firm; they were
not nationally known as a data
processing center; they were not
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centrally located; and they had no
branches. Furthermore, and per
haps as damaging as anything else,
they had only one computer, the
medium-scale 390, which could not
conceivably handle the records of a
great number of stores.
Moreover, if they did not get the
job, all the time and expense spent
in preparing a program for NRMA
would be in vain. Lennox and Len
nox would be in exactly the same
position as any other of the service
centers that had sought the con
tract unsuccessfully.
It was a major decision, and the
decision was yes. The three part
ners decided to take the chance,
reasoning that their experience in
working on the processing of rec
ords for Garber’s and other stores
gave them some advantages. They
Management Services
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EXHIBIT 2

Report 2, a periodic sales and inventory report, shows purchases,
sales, and markdowns at retail prices for the period covered, as well
as retail value of inventory categories at the end of the period.

met with NRMA and undertook to
prepare a program with the asso
ciation, with the clear understand
ing that the association committed
itself to nothing.
The joint work with the NRMA
committee was a revelation to the
accountants. Now in contact with
representatives from stores all over
the country, they found that there
was not even a common merchan
dising language among them all.
Stores were found that did not have
either a cash register or an adding
machine; all receipts went into a
box, and such records as were kept
were posted by hand.

Coding
So almost the first job was to set
common terms on which all could

agree and at least a form of coding
of merchandise classifications.
The terms, ranked by position,
most commonly used in inventory
and merchandise reports were final
ly established as these:
Store
Merchandise Division
Department
Classification
Price Line
Vendor
Style
Color
Size
An ITEM is defined as the unit on
which control is exercised, and this
can vary between stores and even
among departments within stores.
Thus a Men’s Furnishing Depart
ment may reflect sales by Classifi
cation, or type of article, only. Here

each ring on a sales register or
each line item on a sales check, re
flecting Department and Classifi
cation code numbers and dollar
amount of the sale, would be con
sidered one ITEM. In Women’s
Coats, on the other hand, much
more detailed Unit Control records
might be maintained showing Ven
dor, Style, Color, and Size. Here
each item of merchandise is con
sidered one ITEM.
Each ITEM handled is accumu
lated in one SKU (stock keeping
unit). Thus if a store with twenty
departments reports sales by de
partment only, there would be only
20 SKUs. If, on the other hand,
each department broke sales down
by ten classifications, there would
be 200 SKUs, etc.
The system as it evolved simpli3739
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coding Systems,
problem and
by making
ing equal the CPA firm would not
it flexible enough to cover the finest
be ruled out of the running unless
as well as the roughest break
the price they quoted was out of
downs.
line with that of the lowest com
Another surprise to Lennox and
petitor.
Lennox was the primitive state
Lennox and Lennox gave an esti
most smaller stores’ merchandising
mate based on minimum numbers
records. A crude form of sales anal
of items to be processed for each
was all that most of them at
store and the quantity of reports
tempted.
required by the stores. Under their
program, each participating store
would furnish data in the form
punched paper or optical character
Equipment
font tapes prepared at the store via
Even so, it became apparent that
cash register, adding machine, or
the accounting firm, if they were to
accounting machine. If the form
be the data processing center se
used
to collect data was punched
lected by NRMA, would have
paper
tape, such tapes would be
have a computer of much larger
fed
directly
into the computer on
capacity than the National 390. An
paper
tape
readers;
if the data were
NCR 315, which could accept pa
in
the
form
of
optical
font charac
per tape input like the 390, was
ters,
the
tapes
would
be
converted
tentatively selected. But that in
by
optical
scanner
to
punched
paper
turn posed new problems. Lennox
tape
at
Lennox
and
Lennox.
Each
and Lennox were not large enough
store would be started on Report 1,
to finance the 315, nor would they
a weekly sales report, and then giv
particularly need it if the NRMA
en Report 2, a monthly sales and
project did not materialize. An
inventory
report. Four other re
agreement was worked out with
ports
would
be optional.
National Cash whereby the larger

This is a sample of type
which may he optically
scanned, and which is also
legible to humans. The
scanner reads
a human
does, from left to right, but
it does so at a much higher
speed—26 lines a second.
The reading head identifies
each symbol by matching
each vertical line in the
upper and lower portions of
the individual character
with a zoned configuration
of the character stored
in its memory . . .
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computer would be delivered on a
lease-purchase agreement if the
NRMA work went to the Staten
Island firm.
All of this planning took the bet
ter part of a year — and still no
final selection of a data processing
center had been made. And, as
more companies had become aware
of NRMA plans, the competition
grew hotter. Other stores which
had some experience with other
data processing centers advanced
the merits of their entries. To add
to the confusion, National Cash
Register, the same company which
made the equipment selected by
Lennox and Lennox, offered a bas
ic and quite complete accounting
package for small retail stores
through its regional data centers
and put all the publicity behind it
that it could.
The NRMA electronics commit
tee that was to make the final selec
tion of the data processing center
gave only one reassurance: Cost
of the service was not the only con
sideration, although it was impor
tant. However, all other things be

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss3/9

Magazine helps firm

At this point an entirely unfore
seen factor entered the picture.
Some time before, John Lennox had
written an article for this magazine,
explaining in some detail how and
why he had originally established
his service center and giving some
information on the type of work it
enabled him to do. At that time,
the NRMA project was not even in
the planning stage.
After some consideration, the
editors of Management Services,
feeling the article would be of
greater interest to readers of its sis
ter publication, The Journal of Ac
countancy, turned it over to the
Journal staff. They liked it but
could not schedule it for some
months. It finally appeared in the
November, 1964, issue.
It is John Lennox’s belief that
the article, explaining in some de
tail how long he had been involved
with EDP and how his staff had
prepared for their installation, was
a strong deciding factor for the
Management Services
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had the one thing they had lacked,
lion dollars would be interested.
recognition on a national basis. In
Lennox and Lennox are currently
January of this year, the NRMA
preparing merchandising reports
announced the decision. The data
for stores varying in annual volume

processing center chosen was Len
from $350,000 to $38 million. Cost
nox and Lennox.
to each store is approximately 10
to 30 per cent lower than the store
would have to pay for a custom
program at an individual data proc
Potential
essing center.
Now, three months after the
Costs to a store in the one to two
start of the program, Lennox and
million dollar range are between
Lennox are processing records for
$2,000 and $2,500 annually for data
twenty stores. Installation proce
processing alone, between $3,500
dures are being prepared for twen
and $4,000 annually for all costs —
ty-seven more, and a total of 102
data processing, store equipment
stores are currently at one stage or
costs, and clerical labor in the
another in their plans for an EDP
stores. Initial set-up charges range
installation. And, as staff time is
between $55.00 and $400.00, plus
available, additional stores will be
the cost of any new equipment the
added. The potential number is
store might need.
enormous. The Smaller Stores Divi
sion of the NRMA has 4,300 mem
ber stores and specialty shops, and
Optical tape
the total NRMA membership ap
proximates 7,500 member stores.
Equipment in the stores has been
Not all of these, of course, either
another surprise factor. As original
qualify for or necessarily want data
ly projected, the program envis
processing services. Some are much
aged that the majority of stores
too small to require it; others can
would use tape punching cash reg
not fit their procedures to the
isters and adding machines and
NRMA program or do not have the
that the perforated tape would be
necessary equipment of their own
sent to Lennox and Lennox for di
rect computer input. A second op
to produce cash register or adding
machine tapes, which is a first es
tion was offered: The store, if it
sential to participating in the plan.
wished, could send in tapes pro
. . . thus, the symbol “1”
duced with NCR figures accepta
Some—a very few—have equipment
ble to an NCR optical scanner. It
so elaborate that it cannot be used
above is recognized by the
was thought, however, that this
economically. One optimistic can
scanner by its three
would be used only by a very small
didate was sure he had exactly the
vertical lines—one each in
minority of stores.
right input equipment, since he
Actually,
more
than
50
per
cent
had just installed new cash registers
the upper and lower portions
of the stores using the program
that printed on their tapes dollar
of the third zone, one in
have installed NOF (NCR machine
amount
the sale, local sales tax,
the lower portion of the
readable printing) equipment. This
money tendered, and amount of
means Lennox and Lennox must
change made. The only difficulty
fifth zone. This is translated
use their optical scanner to trans
was that this was many times the
by the scanner as the
late the printing on the tapes to
amount of information needed for
figure “7.”
punched tape for computer entry.
merchandise reports, where the
Therefore it raises the cost of the
only sales analysis figure needed is
service to the store. However, a
amount of sale. For this client, the
store can often adapt its present
data processing service would have
cash registers and adding machines
been prohibitively expensive with
to NOF type by having NCR make
out modifying existing machines.
modifications, whereas buying new
On the whole, the program has
tape punching equipment or at
proved to be valuable to stores far
tachments for present machines
smaller than was originally thought
would be considerably more expen
possible. As originally projected, it
sive. Most merchandisers would
was thought that only stores with
May-June, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965
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EXHIBIT 3
Report 3, which like Reports 4, 5, and 6, is only used for a store
which has been on the EDP system for a year or more, is a
six-month summary of inventory, shortages, and turnover. It is
based on information stored in the computer's "memory" from
earlier data accumulated from Reports I and 2 for the store.

prefer to pay higher processing
rates and use their capital for the
goods they can sell.
This was the least of the sur

prises. Far more serious has been
the problem of transmitting the in
formation. Originally, when it was
thought that punched paper tape
would be the stores’ most common
medium, stores were told they
could use Data-Phone or the mails
send their data to Lennox and
Lennox. The mail offer still holds
good, but Data-Phone — which
transmits punched paper tape in
formation by electrical signals that
produce an identical tape at the re
ceiving end — is useless with infor
mation that must be optically
scanned. The accounting firm has
had to make an arrangement with
NCR by which the NRMA program
will be run at regular NRMA rates
by West Coast or Deep South NCR

centers for stores with NOF equip
ment that feel distance makes the
mails impracticable. Bell System
engineers are now working on this
problem so that eventually it will
be possible to transmit visual infor
mation over a Data-Phone, but to
date they have not made the solu
tion available.

Store data
Sources of the data sent in to
Lennox and Lennox depend on the
accounting practices already in ex
istence at participating stores. Some
very small stores use only a very
simple coding system and a tape
punching or optical font printing
cash register, and all hard copy re
ports are based on this information.
A slightly larger store might use a
few such cash registers and also a
tape punching or optical font print
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ing adding or accounting machine
in its back office.
quite large
store is likely to use any combina
tion of paper tape or optical font
cash registers plus back office input
machines. The system can accept
input data from any and all of
these machines.
With these data Lennox and Len
nox can give each participating
store a sales report and a sales and
inventory report (Exhibits 1 and 2,
pages 36, 37) for the time period
the store finds most useful. As in
formation is stored in the computer
files about any particular store it
will become possible to give a com
plete accounting picture covering
past periods of time for that store.
Thus, after a store has been under
the system for some time, there will
be enough information about it
stored by the computer system to
allow Reports 3, 4, 5, and 6 (ExhibManagement Services 42
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EXHIBIT 4

Report 4 is supplied to the store to aid merchandise planning of pur
chases. The store concerned completes the report, filling in beginningof-the-month and open-to-buy figures for the succeeding six-month
period. Report 4 is the basis for calculating Report 5 (page 42).

its 3, 4, 5, and 6, pages 40, 41, 42,
43, respectively) to be furnished
to the store if it wishes them.
store will have to be in the
new system for at least a year be
fore it can progress to these reports.
Many stores have such a simple
classification system that they can
get all the information they need
for merchandise orders and detec
tion of trends in sales from Reports
1 and 2 alone. Others, however,
with elaborate systems covering
thousands of items, will have a de
gree of control through the more
sophisticated reports never possible
before.
Although technically the program
May-June, 1965
Published
by eGrove, 1965

is available to any NRMA member
store, in reality some limits have to
be set. Some stores simply do not
have enough basic information, or
accurate enough information, to use
the program. Other stores have a
system of their own which cannot
fit into even the very liberal limits
set by the NRMA plan. Some stores
aren’t interested, others don’t have
the proper data recording equip
ment and are unwilling to get it.

Screening
All this requires a very thorough
analysis of a store’s equipment and
system before it can be accepted in

the program. As of now, there is a
three-step screening process which
a store must go through before ac
ceptance in the plan. It must first
fill in a short questionnaire, which
is returned to the NRMA. If the an
swers to the questions look hopeful,
the store is then referred to Lennox
and Lennox, who send out a far
more detailed, 17-page question
naire to the retail establishment.
This questionnaire, which is divid
ed into eight sections, investigates
the store’s merchandising pattern,
its accounting methods, and the
type of equipment it is currently
using.
When the store completes this
41
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EXHIBIT 5
Report 5
received,
sales and
helps the

phase of the program, it is then
visited by a Lennox and Lennox
staff member. This step would be
essential in any event in order to
prepare the store for absorption into
the system; it has also proved nec
essary to learn whether the an
swers given to the questionnaire
were correct. Often the written
forms are filled in by the store pres
ident or controller who honestly be
lieves his store is doing things a
certain way. Investigation often
shows that the method he has de
scribed exists only in his mind, or,
at best, in an operating manual that
is completely ignored by store per
sonnel.
If this should be the case, or if
the store’s methods and equipment

shows current information on orders placed, goods
and merchandise sold. When combined with the
inventory data contained in Report 4 (page 41), it
store buyer to maintain his overall stock balance.

need major alterations to fit into
the NRMA pattern, suggestions are
given for such changes. When the
changes have been made, Lennox
and Lennox will return to the store
for a re-evaluation. When such nec
essary changes are really extensive
and require outside help over a pe
riod of time, the store is advised to
consult its own CPA in adapting its
accounting methods to the NRMA
pattern.
store that is in relatively good
shape will be accepted by the
but there will always be final ad
justments that must be made. Wir
ing diagrams for the store’s me
chanical equipment must be com
patible with the NRMA program;
the accountants design these indi

42
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vidually and supply them to the
manufacturer of the machines.

Personnel
The accountants have had their
own difficulties with the program,
too. real trouble has been enough
personnel. Even though stores that
do not fit readily into the NRMA
program are advised of the changes
that must be made and told to
work them out for themselves or
with their own CPA, nevertheless
the work load for a staff as small as
that of Lennox and Lennox has
been overwhelming. And people
skilled in and knowledgeable about
computers are in short supply and
high demand. Still, the firm is addManagement Services
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EXHIBIT 6
Report 6 permits merchandise control on a unit
in the first line identifies the department of the
basis, and shows stock activities by coded descrip
store, the manufacturer of the merchandise sold,
tive categories. Thus, the code number "7-094-01"
its cost, and the style number of the goods sold.

ing them just as fast
they can.
They have managed to get them by
offering extremely attractive in
comes. They have devised a fair
ly elaborate profit-sharing system

May-June,
Published
by 1965
eGrove, 1965

which makes it possible for non
CPAs to earn nearly as much as
partners, even though they cannot,
of course, become partners.
Another difficulty has been equip

ment. Lennox and Lennox had laid
their ground with NCR when the
NRMA contract first seemed a pos
sibility and had confirmed their or
der as soon as they were sure of
4345
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doing the NRMA work. But the in
could not be read by the scanner.
evitable delivery delay prevented
That difficulty has been solved now
getting the 315 and optical scanner
by adjustments in the store, but it
until May of this year, while they
illustrates the range of unexpected
have had to process data from par
troubles that can occur in a pro
ticipating member stores since Jan
gram like this.
uary. Their solution was to put the
How could Lennox and Lennox,
315 programs on the 315 at NCR’s
with such a small staff, write six
New York data center. But every
programs for the six merchandising
computer must always have a back
reports in the short time span cov
up unit, an identical machine that
ered by the entire NRMA venture?
can accept the same program, proc
The answer is: They didn’t. They
ess it, and come out with the same
knew such programs could be writ
output. Then, if for any reason the
ten; after all they had already writ
original machine breaks down, the
ten them for their old 390 for Gar
program can be maintained with a
ber’s on Staten Island. So they con
minimum of delay as long as the
centrated on Reports 1, 2, and 6,
computer owners have a standing
which were completely rewritten
exchange arrangement. Since there
for the 315. Then they programed
are a number of 315s in the New
Reports 3, 4, and 5 knowing that
York area, this doesn’t seem much
only the first reports could be pre
of a problem.
pared for any store anyway until
Actually, it was a very serious
the store had gathered one year’s
Their confidence in the
one as Lennox and Lennox learned
data required for the inventory re
future
best illustrated
when the 315 at the data center did
ports, seasonal planning reports,
break down. The 315, like most
and the open-to-buy reports. By the
by their actions. Already
modern computers, is a modular
time a store has been operative for

machine, with varying peripheral
the required period of time, all re
foreseeing the day when
equipment conformations of vary
ports will be available for NRMA
ing capacities and speeds. Lennox
members.
their present machine will
and Lennox, which anticipated a
relatively simple program for a
be inadequate, they have
The future
large amount of information from a
large number of stores, had decid
begun to investigate
All of this has been a lot more
ed that they would design a system
expensive than the 390 installation.
equipment which can do
with a large “core” memory for
All expenses for the 315, the optical
sorting data, with updating files
scanner, and data processing per
several jobs simultaneously.
maintained through magnetic tape
sonnel will run to $251,000 for a
storage on 33KC Drives. Compati
twelve-month period. Still Lennox
bility in this instance, for back-up,
and Lennox have charted their
means that it is necessary to find a
course and so far see nothing to re
gret. They now have five other as
similar unit of the same internal
sociations, similar to the NRMA,
memory “core,”
well as external
for which they are devising pro
magnetic tape drives in the same
grams, and they have turned down
quantity and speeds. They finally
one. They eventually hope to do as
found identical machines in Phila
sociation work and their own and
delphia and Hartford.
other CPA financial statement work
Another unforeseen equipment
almost exclusively.
difficulty showed up at the store
Their confidence in the future
level. Although many existing cash
of their accounting-data processing
registers or adding machines can be
center is perhaps best illustrated by
adapted for use with an optical
their actions: They already foresee
scanner simply by replacing type
the day when the one 315 will be
bars with optical font type bars, the
inadequate to meet their needs.
mechanisms that activate these bars
They have therefore already begun
do not always strike with equal
pressure in very old machines. So
to explore the newest generation
equipment which is more powerful
at the beginning optical tapes were
and can do several jobs at one time.
coming into Staten Island that
44
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Price differentials based on the costs of serving different customer groups
are economically sound—but only when they are based on careful cost anal
yses. Yet record keeping systems that provide detailed data are prohibitively
expensive. A possible solution is— .

THE USE OF STATISTICAL METHODS IN
DETERMINING COST DIFFERENTIALS
by Granville R. Gargiulo

Arthur Andersen & Co.

price sched
prices are set, not after the prices
have been attacked under the Rob
ules are veritable mazes of
quantity, cash, and other discounts.
inson-Patman Act or after they
have caused noticeable erosion
For the most part, these price dif
profits.
ferentials are assumed to reflect

Yet few companies actually do
cost differentials. In practice, un
analyze their costs in this way. The
fortunately, this assumption is not
primary reason lies in the prohibi
always valid, as a number of com
tive cost of maintaining a record
panies have found when they at
keeping system that would provide
tempted to defend themselves
detailed enough data to support
against charges of price discrimina
this kind of cost analysis.
tion brought under the RobinsonThere is, however, an alterna
Patman Act. All too many price
tive.
As in quality control and oth
differentials are based on trade cus
er comparable areas of business,
tom, historical practice, or pure
statistical sampling and related ana
intuition rather than on thorough
lytical procedures offer a reliable
analysis of the actual costs of serv
substitute for 100 per cent verifica
ing different customer groups.
tion in validating the allocations
Price differentials that reflect dif
and estimates needed to identify
ferences in the cost of manufacture,
the costs applicable to different
sale, or delivery resulting from dif
customers or classes of customers.
fering methods of delivery or vary
This article explains how statisti
ing quantities sold to customers are
both legal and economically sound,
cal techniques may be used to
ft might seem obvious that the
establish the quantitative measures
time to analyze and justify these
of direct and indirect cost varia
cost differences is at the time the
tions per unit of product that are
any companies’

M
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needed to evaluate cost differen
tials. A case example is used
throughout to explain these tech
niques and to demonstrate their
application to cost and price dif
ferentials.

Case background

A distributor of a standard ma
chine replacement part has a price
schedule offering quantity disGRANVILLE R. GARGIU
LO is a manager in Ad

ministrative Services at
Arthur Andersen & Co.
in

New

fore

York

joining

City.

that

Be

firm,

he served as senior stat
istician for Kollsman In

strument
Corporation,
as senior opera
tions research analyst for Chas. Pfizer, Inc.
and

He is a member of the Operations Research

Society of America, the American Statistical
Association, and is secretary-treasurer of the
New York chapter of The Institute of Man

agement Sciences. Mr. Gargiulo is the author
of numerous articles on the techniques and
application of operations research.
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Statistical sampling offers a reliable substitute for 100 per cent verification.

counts. This schedule purports to
tainers delivered to customers. Con
reflect the cost reduction he real
sequently, the cost reduction passed
izes in delivering larger amounts of
on to large-quantity buyers is be
of which is packed in  stan
the part,
lieved to be directly related to the
dard containers of one to three
time saved per container in servic
equivalent units.
ing such customers as opposed
smaller accounts. Thus, analysis
The cost accounting system used
by the distributor is soundly con
must be conducted in terms
structed and provides an appropri
time, representing cost, and con
ate cost picture for management
tainers of parts delivered, repre
purposes. However, the detail and
senting the unit of work measure
continuity of record keeping are in
ment.
sufficient to generate historical costs
The distributor decides to use
that would substantiate the exist
statistical sampling for this study.
ing price schedule on a continuing
For the benefit of those readers
basis. On the other hand, it would
who are not already familiar with
be uneconomical to initiate and
the basic principles of statistical
maintain more detailed record
sampling, this technique will now
keeping as a routine procedure.
be briefly explained.
The distributor therefore decides to
gather data on a selective basis to
Basic concepts
demonstrate the cost differences as
sociated with serving accounts of
The aggregate or entirety
different size.
items about which information is
Sales and deliveries are handled
desired is commonly referred to as
on a route basis. There are 100
a “universe” or “population”; in the
routes, each serving five accounts.
case of the distributor it may be
Each of the 500 customers is visit
defined as
route trips. Sam
ed once a week, with a sale (and
pling is the process of selecting a
delivery) made about 50 per cent
portion of this specified population
the time. On an annual total of
in order to draw inferences about
5,000 route trips, 25,000 customer
the population from it.
visits are made.
Statistical sampling embraces
three distinct steps: (1) the deter
The principal costs of the route
mination of sample size based on a
deliveries are wages paid for the
statement of the reliability require
time of the delivery men in loading
ments of the study, (2) the selec
trucks, driving the route, and un
tion of the sample by completely
loading the parts. The output
objective methods, and (3) the
this effort is the number of con
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss3/9
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evaluation
the results. Knowl
edge
the following basic terms is
essential to an understanding of sta
tistical sampling;
Random selection — Statistical
sampling depends on the principle
of random selection. Random selec
tion means selection governed
wholly by the laws of probability,
where each item in a population
being sampled has an equal chance
for inclusion in the sample.
Sampling error — Random sam
pling methods make it possible to
estimate in advance the sampling
error that will result solely from
the use
a sample. This estimate
is an indication
how close, with
determinable probability, the sam
ple characteristic being measured
will be to the actual characteristic
of the population.
Reliability statement — The ex
tent to which the difference be
tween the sample result and the
population value is controlled is ex
pressed in a reliability statement.
The degree of sampling precision,
represented by sampling error, is a
specific value added to and sub
tracted from the sample result. The
range created by this addition and
subtraction is called a confidence
level and is one part of the relia
bility statement.
For example, suppose that the
distributor desired to determine the
average order size for a class of
customers. If the sampling preci48
Management Services

Services,
2, No. 3, May-June
1965
sociatedVol.
confidence
interval will
be.[whole issue]
sion is estimated at 2 per: Management
cent and
Wide confidence intervals, howev
the average order size for a ran
er, may be considered detrimental
domly selected sample of customer
to a demonstration of true cost dif
orders is 500 containers, then the
ferentials. It is possible, of course,
average order size for
store ac
to increase the reliability by in
counts is, with measurable proba
creasing the size of the sample tak
bility, within the confidence inter
val of 490 and 510 containers.
en. Yet to reduce the confidence
The other part of the reliability
interval by one-half, the size of the
sample must be quadrupled; to re
statement is the degree of certainty
or probability that the population
duce the confidence interval to one
fourth its original size requires
characteristic will lie within the
confidence interval. When we speak
about a sixteenfold increase in sam
ple size. This relationship must be
of a 95 per cent assurance that the
kept in mind in evaluating the cost
average order size for all accounts
will lie within 490 and 510 con
and feasibility of larger samples.
tainers, we mean that there is a 5
per cent chance, or one chance in
Other sampling techniques
twenty, that the average will actu
Statistical sampling is not,
ally fall outside this interval. Con
sequently, the selection of the as
course, the only means of taking a
surance level used in the reliability
sample. It is, however, by far the
statement reflects the risk assumed
best if results
measurable valid
of having the population value lie
ity are sought.
outside the confidence level.
Nonstatistical methods of sam
The reliability statement is the
pling are of two varieties: judg
key to the interpretation and use of
ment sampling and quasi-scientific
facts derived from sampling. The
sampling. Judgment sampling in
level of assurance and degree of
volves the selection of a subgroup
precision required should be decid
of the population that is considered
ed by considering what the result
be representative of the total
ing confidence interval means in
population on the basis of the best
terms of its effect on the accepta
available information. The distrib
bility of the results. In interpreting
utor, for example, finding it imprac
the confidence interval, however,
tical to extend the analysis over a
the interdependence of the assur
year’s time, might select a shorter
ance level and the confidence level
time period that he considered
in the reliability statement must be
completely typical—free
season
Statistical sampling depends
recognized.
al, cyclical, or accidental variances
By way of illustration, consider
in volume of business, characteris
on a wholly random selection.
tics of distribution operations, or
the previously mentioned sample,
which provided a 2 per cent confi
incidence of expense.
dence interval and used a 95 per
The need for applying such judg
cent assurance level. For the same
ment points up one of the major
sample, other assurance levels
shortcomings of this approach,
would result in different confidence
namely, the need for considerable
intervals as follows:
knowledge of the population and
the subgroup selected—or for strong
Assurance
Confidence
assumptions about them. The vali
Interval
Level
dation of such assumptions is likely
to require research beyond the
±1.3%
80%
scope of most cost analyses. Anoth
±1.7%
90%
er serious limitation of judgment
±2.6%
99%
samples is that the representative
±3.0%
99.7%
ness of the data from them cannot
±4.0%
99.99%
be supported through the applica
tion of acceptable statistical testing
As this example shows, for the
procedures. Nor can the reliability
same sample the higher the assur
of the sample results, in terms of
ance level taken the wider the as
May-June, 1965
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bias and variability, be scientifi
vestigation within reason and to
visit include a delivery of a part.)
cally determined or controlled.
have better control over the con
The type of statistical analysis
Some of these deficiencies are
duct of the study, he selects one re
performed by the distributor is dis
overcome by the employment of
gional warehouse (Warehouse A)
cussed in the following paragraphs.
quasi-scientific sampling. For ex
for analysis. This warehouse has 20
This analysis is performed on both
ample, while the period for study
routes. He also decides to extend
this limited sample and the total
(which in our example provides a
the study over a full year’s opera
sample eventually taken. The num
limited population consisting of all
tions. The consequence of these de
ber of additional observations to be
trips in that period) may be select
cisions is that a smaller population
taken beyond this limited sample is
ed on the basis of judgment or
is defined, namely, “1,000 trips from
determined as a part of the last
conjecture, the actual sample ob
Warehouse ” (20 routes/week X
step previously outlined.
50 weeks).
servations (less than the limited
population) are drawn by the same
Without prior experience in ana
Correlation analysis
objective procedures used in statis
lyzing areas of cost differentials, the
tical sampling. This makes it possi
The distributor’s objective is
distributor is unable to estimate in
use the sampling procedure to gen
ble to calculate a measure of relia
advance the variation and, conse
bility of the sample once it has
quently, the sampling errors that
erate observations of different fac
been drawn from within this limit
tors which might have some direct
can be expected in any sample evi
or indirect bearing on cost or the
ed population. Thus, quasi-scien
dence. Therefore, he cannot apply
measure of effort representing cost
tific sampling shares with statistical
any statistical formula for deter
sampling the advantage of objectiv
(in this case, time). Some elements
mining the sample size that will
of time, when analyzed in terms of
ity. Proper selection procedures
give him the reliability he requires
output of effort, are clearly assign
assure that the test will bring to
in his sample results. As an alterna
able to the customer being served.
light a reasonable cross section of
tive, he proceeds in the following
way:
For example, the time of a delivery
the area of cost difference being ex
amined.
man taken to unload ten containers
1. He takes a random sample of
of parts at a customer location is
route trips and customer visits to
The purpose of using any sam
directly allocable to that customer.
pling procedure, of course, is to
obtain observations for some por
tion of four weeks’ activity of Ware
The cost differentials may result
obtain the needed information with
house A.
from the fact that the time require
a minimum expenditure of time
ment per case can be expected to
and money. Such economy is of
2. He performs a statistical anal
decline (at perhaps a diminishing
ysis of the resultant data and cal
questionable value, however, if the
rate) with larger volumes per de
culates the variation in the sample
results obtained are unreliable or if
livery, thereby lowering the cost of
their reliability is unknown. No
data.
servicing high-volume customers.
measure of reliability is available in
3. Based on the assurance level
In servicing customers, there are
judgment sampling. In quasi-scien
desired, he evaluates how much he
many other elements of time in
tific sampling the reliability is in
needs to cut down on the potential
curred by the delivery man that
errors in the sample evidence to
determinate until the sample is
cannot be attributed to specific cus
meet his criteria for acceptable cost
drawn.
differential statements.
tomers. However, since these costs
Statistical sampling, on the other
constitute part of the total cost dif
The distributor may arbitrarily
hand, permits measurement of the
ferential they must be applied on
decide to obtain 20 observations of
reliability and degree of assurance
appropriate bases to the classes
route trips. Warehouse A normally
that can be placed on the results.
customers under consideration. The
has 80 trips in four weeks. A table
By providing, in advance, such
statistical technique for relating ob
of random numbers is used to se
measures obtainable with varying
servations of other factors or varia
sample sizes, statistical sampling
lect the first 20 numbers under 80.
bles in delivery activity to the sam
These numbers represent the trips
makes it possible to select the small
ple observations of indirect time
to be observed, e.g., 10th, 64th, 3rd,
est sample that will yield the relia
elements involves the use of corre
bility needed to justify cost alloca
8th, 30th, etc. (A sample of custo
lation analysis.
mer visits can be obtained by ran
tions and the resultant price differ
Basically, this analysis involves
domly selecting, from each trip
entials.
the establishment of some assump
selected, any number from 1 to 5
tion as to which variables might
representing the number of ac
Application
affect the indirect time elements, a
counts serviced per trip. Since the
The distributor, now armed with
subsequent statistical test of the
distributor is interested in unload
his new-found knowledge of sam
significance
of these assumed rela
ing time, he can choose two ran
pling theory, is still confronted
tionships,
and
a quantification of
dom numbers from 1 to 5 for each
with some practical considerations.
the relationships as a basis for allo
trip, based on his experience that
In order to keep the costs of his in
cating costs. As an example, the
only 50 per cent of the time will a
48
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distributor may logically believe
minimum value of —1 (perfect neg
chance and is truly indicative of
there is sufficient relationship be
ative correlation). Zero represents
the relationship of these variables
tween the time spent by the deliv
perfect independence in the two
in the population. In other words,
ery man in loading his truck and
variables.
we must determine how likely such
the number of containers he loads
If the correlation coefficient be
an estimate is to be obtained if the
to justify using volume as a basis
tween loading time and volume
true population coefficient has some
for allocating loading time (and re
loaded was +0.95, this would indi
specified value. Methods are avail
lated cost) to customers. For each
cate that there is a high degree of
able to test the significance, at a
association between the paired var
trip in the sample, observations are
stated probability level, of the cor
obtained on the total number of
iables and that as one variable
relation coefficient. The essence
containers loaded for that trip and
increased the other would
in
the test is as follows:
the total time required to load the
crease. Since the correlation coeffi
1. Make two suppositions: first,
truck.
cient is a relative measure, one
that there is no correlation in the
coefficient can be compared with
population and, second, that there
The first step is to obtain a
any other. Consequently, it is pos
is a correlation in the population.
measure of the relationship be
sible to check on other variables
(The first supposition is called the
tween these two variables. If the
that might have an association with
“null hypothesis” since it is this hy
distributor’s intuition is sound, we
loading time to give assurance that
pothesis that the testing procedure
would expect to find that as more
is designed to nullify or support.)
the selected variable is the best
containers per trip are loaded, the
2. State the significance level
(has the closest association) we
delivery man spends more time in
the test, that is, the acceptable
can obtain as a basis for cost allo
the loading activity. These two var
cation.
chances of getting a correlation co
iables would be said to be positive
efficient as calculated from the
ly correlated. The calculated meas
sample if, in fact, there were no
ure of this relationship is referred
Testing the correlation
correlation in the population.
to as the “correlation coefficient,”
3. Select from the appropriate
Having determined the value of
which expresses the degree of as
the correlation coefficient, it must
statistical table the value of the
sociation in terms that are inde
correlation coefficient associated
be determined whether or not the
pendent of the units of the original
with a given significance level and
data. The correlation coefficient can
apparent relationship between the
paired values, as developed from a
have a maximum value of 1 (per
sample size.
4. If the sample correlation cofect positive correlation) and a
sample, is not attributable solely to


The distributor selects one regional warehouse for close analysis.
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ments where cost allocations must
be made. As a practical matter,
price differentials for different cus
tomer volume levels are based on
average volume and average costs
over a period of time. Consequent
ly, it is desirable to develop esti
mating equations for directly at
tributable cost elements (e.g., time
spent in unloading containers for a
given customer) which would yield
results more reliable over time than
those directly observed in any
study period of limited duration.
In the case of unloading time,
the estimating equation is itself a
measure of the average relationship
of all sample observations of un
The more containers loaded, the longer the loading
loading time versus quantity deliv
time. The two variables are positively correlated.
ered. The equation yields for prac
tical use the most likely unloading
time required for delivery of speci
fied quantities. By specifying de
efficient is less than or equal to the
these two variables in a way suit
livery quantities, the equation can
one from the table, then the null
able as a basis for allocating costs
hypothesis is accepted, that is, the
be used to compute the loading
to customers. The calculations may
correlation coefficient is not signifi
time; this computed time represents
be performed in a number of ways,
cant. If the calculated correlation
a characteristic of the population
but the end product is a regression

which reflects the separation of sys
coefficient is greater than the co
or estimating equation, represent
tematic factors affecting unloading
efficient from the table, then the
ing a given curve, which permits
time in a regular and predictable
null hypothesis is rejected (the al
us to make estimates of the depen
way from chance factors that are
ternative accepted).
dent variable (load time) for speci
Suppose the distributor, from a
irregular and unpredictable and
fied values of the independent var
distort studies based upon restrict
sample of ten route trips, computes
iable (volume loaded). In our
ed samples.
a correlation coefficient of .72 be
example this might take on the
Inasmuch
the methods of sta
tween quantity loaded and loading
form of a straight line relationship
tistical
sampling
are used to gen
expressed
time. He decides to test the sig
erate
the
observations
of the paired
nificance of this calculated coeffi
variables upon which estimating or
cient at the .05 level (five chances
Load time (estimated) = 10
regression equations are developed,
in 100 that .72 would result from a
minutes + 1.2 minutes X number
the reliability of the relationship
sample when there is no correla
of containers
is determinable and may be inter
tion between these two variables in
preted in the following way:
the population). The value from
This equation indicates that 10
Sample observations of randomly
the table indicates a correlation co
minutes were required for activi
selected customer visits are used to
efficient of .63. Since the calculated
ties not related to volume (placing
develop a regression equation re
coefficient .72 is greater than the
truck at dock, general paper work,
lating unloading time (T) and
table value .63, he rejects the sup
etc.) and that load time varied (in
quantities delivered (Q). This
position that no correlation exists in
the sample) in relation to volume
equation is Test. = 15 minutes +
the universe and concludes that
at the rate of 1.2 minutes per case.
1.5 minutes X Q.
there is evidence of a significant
The average number of containers
A measure of the random sam
correlation.
for a given customer class can then
pling
errors in using the regression
be substituted in the equation as a
equation
as an estimator of the
means for estimating the average
Estimating equations
population
average unloading time
time required to service a custo
for any quantity delivered is de
mer of given size on the basis of
Once satisfied that volume load
veloped. From the sample this
1.2 minutes per case plus an ap
ed has a significant effect on the
measure equals 10 minutes at a 95
propriate share of the fixed load
loading time and that no other vari
per cent confidence level.
time of 10 minutes.
able has an association with load
For a delivery of 20 containers
The use of estimating equations
ing time, the distributor needs to
we substitute in the above equation
is not limited to indirect time ele
describe the relationship between
50
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Federal Trade Commission proceedings in RobinsonPatman Act cases seem to indicate that statistical tech
niques
clearly recognized as a basis for cost analysis.

to obtain an estimate of 45 minutes
as the average amount of time re
quired to unload this quantity.
From our knowledge of the sam
pling error, we can make state
ments of the following type (simi
lar statements could be developed
for different confidence levels):
1. “The probability is 95 per
cent that the interval 35-55
minutes will include the popu
lation value of average unload
ing time for 20 containers.”
2. “There are 5 chances in 100
that the true average unload
ing time for 20 containers will
be greater than 55 minutes or
less than 35 minutes.”

One further use of the estimat
ing equation might be mentioned.
In the case study previously out
lined, the distributor conducted his
analysis on the operations of Ware
house A. However, his price sched
ule is the same for all customers
(excluding freight costs from the
manufacturer to the warehouse).
To ensure the universal application
of his basis of cost allocation in all
distribution regions, the distributor
could take a restricted (and much
less costly) statistical sample of de
livery activity at other warehouses.
Actual quantities loaded and deliv
ered could then be substituted in
May-June, 1965
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the regression equations developed
from the study at Warehouse
to
obtain estimates of time to carry
out this activity. These estimates
could subsequently be compared
with the actual times observed.
The measurable variation between
estimated and actual times required
could serve two purposes; first, to
further confirm the validity of the
estimating equations developed as
a basis for cost allocations and,
second, to demonstrate the general
applicability of the equations, thus
enabling the distributor to avoid
the incurrence of re-incurrence of
the high cost of conducting such
studies in every distribution region.

Conclusion
Occasional special studies of cost
differentials executed in accordance
with accepted statistical and other
analytical principles can provide
management with useful pricing
guidelines at a cost well below that
of maintaining detailed records on
a continuing basis. Only the man
agement that knows the cost of
serving each group of its customers
is in a position to set prices that
truly reflect cost differentials.
Furthermore, the company that
conducts such studies has a good
head start if the need should ever
arise to justify its price differen

tials under the Robinson-Patman
Act. Substantially all cost justifica
tion defenses in court proceedings
since the Robinson-Patman Act was
passed have involved the use of
sampling in the cost data present
ed. In certain cases the cost defense
was weakened, not because the
supporting statistical techniques
were unsound but because it was
not proved that the samples select
ed were truly representative of the
seller’s operations.
Because of their demonstrable
objectivity and lack of personal
bias and because of their measur
able reliability consistent with rea
sonable expense, statistical sam
pling, correlation analyses, and re
gression or estimating equations
provide a reliable basis for alloca
tions and estimates. While the ac
ceptance of statistical techniques as
legal evidence is currently unclear,
a perusal of Federal Trade Com
mission proceedings in RobinsonPatman Act cases seems to indicate
that the techniques as such are
clearly recognized and accepted by
the authorities as a basis for cost
analyses and a means of specifying
the reliability of the analyses in sta
tistical terms. Consequently, there
should be no hesitation to expand
the use of statistical techniques to
lend support to the data being pre
sented in cost justification defenses.
51
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To take full advantage of new computer capa
bilities, management must define its computer
objectives more clearly than ever before. Two
major systems plans are taking shape as the—

BASIC CONCEPTS FOR PLANNING ADVANCED
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
by A. F. Moravec
General Dynamics Corporation

in digital trans
is generated and outputs are re
mission, the availability of
quested as they are required. These
faster bulk storage devices, and theinputs and outputs are occasioned
by external stimuli — man or ma
use of man/machine interface de
vices such as display equipment
chine — to which the computer re

sponds.
and interrogation consoles have
stimulated a new kind of data proc
To take full advantage of these
essing. In this processing, informa
technological advances, manage
tion is entered into the system as it
ment must abandon the hit-or-miss
approach that has hitherto charac
terized
much of its use of computers
ADOLPH F. MORAVEC
is supervisor of Net
and develop a basic data process
work Planning for Gen
ing philosophy. A reliable manage
eral Dynamics at Fort
ment information feedback system
Worth, Texas. Prior to
joining
that firm
he
cannot be achieved without well
served as research en
defined data processing objectives
gineer for Operations
and concepts.
Research, Inc., and as
Data processing specialists are
a member of the tech
nical staff for Thompson Ramo-Wooldridge,
proposing two divergent concepts,
Inc. Mr. Moravec is a frequent contributor to
either of which could be used as a
technical publications. He received his MBA
foundation for planning electronic
degree from Texas Christian University.
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data processing systems. They are
the total systems concept and the
single information flow concept.
The purpose of this article is to de
fine and evaluate these two con
cepts to help computer users decide
between them.
Definitions

The total systems approach is the
logical final goal of many compa
nies’ existing computer installa
tions. It has evolved from such
techniques as “batch systems” and
“integrated systems.”
In this approach, major functions
such as inventory control, purchas
ing, payroll, and the like are con
sidered separate subsystems. These
subsystems are treated on an inteManagement Services 54
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• SINGLE TRANSACTION

• COMPLETE FLOW OF ESSENTIAL
DATA
• COMPLETE PROCESSING
• SINGLE STORAGE
• SINGLE COMPLETE RECORD

DEFINITIONS

EXHIBIT I

grated (or compatible) basis; for
example, the payroll subsystem is
set up so as to run with the labor
distribution subsystem, or the in
ventory control subsystem with the
purchase order subsystem. Ideally,
through evolutionary reprograming
and redesigning where required,
there evolves a single executive
control subsystem that monitors
subsystem integration, produces de
sired reports, controls run se
quence and operations, and, to
some degree, automatically changes
programs as required.
The single information flow phi
losophy,1 I believe, is the philoso
phy of the future in data process
ing. In this approach, all “essential”
1 Alfred L. Baumann,
“Single Infor
mation Flow Philosophy,” Data Process
ing Year Book, American Data Processing,
Inc., Detroit,
1963.
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information is recognized to be
completely interdependent. The
goal is to enter a single piece of
information into the data process
ing system only once in its history;
from then on it is available to serve
all requirements until its usefulness
is exhausted.
This approach is sometimes called
the “single transaction processing”
or complete “single record” con
cept; sometimes it is known as the
“total information system.” Regard
less of the name, this concept can
be made workable only by observ
ing the following rules: All infor
mation introduced into the system
must be essential to the conduct of
the business, and it must be part of
a single flow of information.
Much information being proc
essed in present-day computer op
erations is not “essential” in the
sense in which this term is under

stood in single information flow
theory. Nonessential types of infor
mation include “protective” reports
such as auditable facsimile cards
and special audit runs; multitudi
nous repetitions and overlapping of
the same basic data records main
tained by different departments;
and special reports for which the
need has long since disappeared.
The single information flow con
cept might be likened to the effi
cient one-man storekeeper, who
came quite close to ultimate real
time random access information
handling. The cans on the shelf and
a few pencil marks gave him both
inventory and purchasing informa
tion; the book next to the cash
drawer provided accounts receiva
ble, credit, and customer informa
tion; the bank book plus cash draw
er gave him his cash balance; and
accounts payable were visible on
53
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EXHIBIT 2

the nail on which he spindled the
bills. In the drive for apparent effi
ciency, computerized organizations
began to specialize and to batch
operating information, thus delay
ing the feedback.
Ideally, under the single infor
mation flow philosophy, a piece
information is retained in only one
place and is available for all neces
sary uses. For example, when the
engineering department releases a
part with its material requirements,
inventory status and on-order con
ditions (including procurement)
are immediately updated through
a complete information flow and
processing of transactions, with the
result that all the proper actions
(buy, issue, manufacture, etc.) take
place as needed. All status reports,
both in units and in dollars, are

then taken from this single com
mon source data. It is somewhat
similar to taking a picture of a
condition without double exposing
or varying the time.
Basic environment

The two approaches differ in
their basic environments. The total
systems concept is output-oriented. 2
Files and data processing proce
dures are established to provide
end products that meet specific
user requirements. Information ori
entation is by particular functions
or departments. Applications are
2Gregory and Van Hom, Automatic Data
Processing Systems — Principles and Pro
cedures, 2d
Wadsworth Publishing
ny, Inc., Belmont, Calif., 1963.

specialized to meet particular
needs.
Processing is predominantly of
the batch type. Data are collected
over a period of time for processing
during a particular machine run.
The same information is read and
re-read into the computer following
various sorts and merges with oth
er data. Files are run sequentially
regardless of the amount of activ
ity. Because much of the data proc
essing operation is conducted off
line, there is high use of peripheral
equipment. Control and audit of
data also take place off line; man
ual calculations and various audit
comparisons may be involved.
The future trend of the total sys
tems approach may well be toward
multi-computer operations. It may,
indeed, foster a decentralized data
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BASIC ENVIRONMENT

EXHIBIT 3

processing environment, in which
the user processes his own data on
less sophisticated peripheral com
puting equipment while complex
data processing remains with the
centralized main frame computer.
As the number of computers and
the number of users demanding to
process their own data increase,
there will be pressure from the us
ers for current data under their
own control.

The single information flow con
cept, on the other hand, is inputoriented.3 The system is organized
so that essential data are inserted
into a common reservoir through
point-of-origin input/output de
vices. User requirements are then
satisfied from this reservoir
fun
3Ibid.
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damental data about transactions.
Thus, the single information flow
concept is characterized by random
entry of data, direct access to data
in the system, and complete real
time processing.4 (As soon as a
transaction occurs, all the neces
sary and related records are updat
ed and posted.) This method
single-transaction processing pro
vides fast response, a high degree
of reliability, and an easily expand
able system.
Information orientation, instead
of being toward individual users,
fits overall company requirements.
4Real time processing may be defined as
the performance of a computation during
the actual time that the related physical
process is occurring so that results may
used in guiding the physical process.

It is likely to cut across departmen
tal and functional lines.
Planning objectives or operation
al targets are associated with “fun
damental” record information. Ex
ceptions are noted at the time of
processing.
This approach will easily facili
tate the use of “time sharing” by a
number of users and the use
“implicit programing” techniques
(direct decision making). (The
term “time sharing” means that user
groups can share time in common
on the company’s centralized busi
ness computer.) In addition to in
tradivisional user-group time shar
ing on the central computer, interdivisional time-sharing operations
can be established on the same
basis.
Implicit programing permits di-
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Time-sharing operations will probably result in centralized computing facilities ... .
rect man/machine decision making
via input/output display devices.
Explicit programs, in contrast, have
to be written before man/machine
decision making can take place.
Time-sharing operations will
probably result in a trend toward
centralized computing facilities and
decentralized input/output equip
ment for insertion and retrieval of
information. This will permit devel
opment of man/machine simulation
techniques, which will enhance
managers’ systems understanding,
broaden their training, and eventu
ally facilitate direct decision mak
ing.
The two basic data processing

concepts also involve widely differ
ing equipment concepts. The choice
between them will have a major
impact on the choice of equipment
throughout the data processing sys
tem.

Equipment concept
Adoption of the total systems
concept imposes a need for high
speed of operation to compensate
for redundancy of data and for
long subsystem computer runs. A
large amount of high-speed storage
will be required. Sophisticated pe
ripheral equipment — almost with
the capability of small computers —

will be needed to reduce the load
on the central main frame comput
ers and solve the “input/output
constraint” problem.
Each individual user’s file will
have to be stored separately — on
disks or drum — and accessed by
name only through a file directory.
If time-sharing techniques are to be
used under this concept, great care
must be taken to protect the user
programs from one another in order
to preserve their integrity and in
dependence. “Cross talk” between
users will be tightly restricted.
Equipment for use under the sin
gle information flow concept, on
the other hand, will need to possess

EXHIBIT 4
BASIC

ENVIRONMENT

Information

Orientation

TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH


SINGLE INFORMATION FLOW
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on line-real time capabilities. Stor
age will also have to be of large
capacity, but it need not be high
speed.
Much of the equipment empha
sis will be on communication sys
tems to connect users with the cen
tral processor. Instead of satellite
computers, users will want point-oforigin input/output devices.5
With the use of communication
equipment appropriate for time
sharing, communication among us
ers will be encouraged. Cross talk
will be the rule rather than the ex
ception.
Individual user files will not be
maintained. Instead, there will be a
single record file accessible to all
users. Nonessential data and data
not needed to update records will
be processed directly through cross
talk between user point-of-origin
devices. Such data could be docu
mented if need be through an off
line printer.
Appropriate software techniques
will have to be designed for in
formation insertion and retrieval.
Implicit (man/machine response)
programing will be developed.

Each of these concepts, of course,
has both advantages and disadvan
tages. The chief advantage of the
total systems concept is that it of
fers a relatively simple transition
from existing systems. Mechaniza
tion can be accomplished piece
meal. Subsystems can be developed
independently as they are required
or as systems workloads and re
sources permit. Interdependence
among subsystems is limited almost
entirely to the need for agreeing
upon and coordinating standard in
terface formats.
Thus, the total systems con
5Richard
Electronic Business
Systems, The Ronald Press Company,
New York, N.Y., 1962.
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cept permits step-by-step phased
achievement of automation. As each
subsystem is mechanized, valuable
experience is gained that can be
applied to the next one.
The total systems concept has the
additional advantage of lending it
self to “productionization,” mean
ing that set times can be set aside
for and assigned to each subsys
tem. Much processing of data can
be accomplished off line or on pe
ripheral equipment, thereby leav
ing the main frame computer free
for other uses.

Single flow advantages
The single information flow con
cept, however, offers a number of
control advantages. Engineering,
manufacturing, accounting, pur
chasing, material, and other depart
ments all use the same data rather
than different iterations of the same
data. Since data are transported
only once, they need only a single
edit. Thus, it becomes economical
for employees to exercise greater
care in entering information into
the system.
Real time processing permits cur
rent comparisons with planned ob
jectives and exception reporting of
out-of-tolerance situations. The cen
tralization of operation characteris
tics of the single information flow
concept makes control easier — and
also makes it easier to determine
data processing costs. Systems and
programing revisions can be han
dled more rapidly by substitution
of a computer program at a central
location than at multiple locations
with the inherent transmission dis
tortions.
The single information flow con
cept also has the advantage of fa
cilitating adaptive systems design.
system designed to make intern
ally generated adjustments from
source input is likely to be more
responsive to additional require
ments placed on it and less likely

to require a complete overhaul from
time to time.

Disadvantages
The total information systems
concept presents problems of equip
ment efficiency and timeliness of
data. Data handling by separate
groups, often handling like data,
fosters redundant data processing.
Duplicate data storage causes in
efficiencies. As subsystems feed
data to each other, long computer
runs result. Data are only as cur
rent as the frequency and length of
running cycles permit.
Not only is there duplication of
data, but it is difficult to reconcile
records since files are altered, up
dated, and organized at different
times in different subsystems. Since
the same kind of data is stored in
several subsystems, management re
ports will reflect the status of the
data in the subsystem from which
it was taken. Because data and
transactions are intertwined among
various subsystems, costs of data
handling and processing are diffi
cult to track down.
The total systems approach may
fail to allow adequately for systems
and data interdependency and the
ripple effect of data. For example,
the inventory control subsystem
needs to have the on-order status
data from the purchase order sub
system. The purchase order status
subsystem needs to have total re
quirements data from the inven
tory control subsystem, which in
turn should have current total re
quirements from the requirement
subsystem.
Since the subsystems are, for the
most part, designed separately by
different individuals, different meth
ods and principles are applied. This
problem is aggravated, of course,
by different user requirements of
the same data.
As the number of systems in
creases, efficient scheduling of com
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puter and supporting tabulating
equipment becomes difficult. In
some cases a second or a larger
computer may be ordered in order
to avoid redesigning the system.
The disadvantages of the single
information flow concept, on the
other hand, lie more in the de
mands it makes upon systems and
data processing personnel than in
its inherent deficiencies. Both sys
tems designers and programers will
require training to assimilate new
concepts. Systems designers will
need communications knowledge
and experience in addition to EDP
knowledge. Programers will need
training in the technical applica
tions of random and direct access
operations.
Reorientation of operations will
require complex advance planning.
User needs, equipment require
ments, and programing needs will
have to be analyzed. A fundamen
tal information system for the en
tire company will have to be de
signed before this concept can be
installed. Each step of the conver
sion will have to be planned and
scheduled.

Impact
If the total systems concept is
adopted as the cornerstone of plan
ning, the following action is neces
sary:
1. Although this concept repre
sents the ultimate sophistication of
present-day data processing meth
ods rather than a totally new ap
proach, there remains the problem
of integrating the various subsys
tems into a total information sys
tem. This requires proper data
definition so that the system will be
responsive to the needs of various
levels of management.
2. The shortcomings of present
operations must be analyzed in the
light of the total systems objective.
3. An estimate of the total an
ticipated scope of operations must
be made in order to establish real
istic boundaries for resource plan
ning.
If, instead, the single information
flow concept is selected as the basic

information systems concept, each
of the following steps will be nec
essary:
1. The conversion from the old
to the new information system must
be planned. A step-by-step timephased action schedule should be
prepared.
2. If the transition is to be
smooth, reorientation and training
programs must be given for man
agement, user groups, system de
signers, and programers.
3. Both management and oper
ating personnel will have to make
extra efforts to make sure they un
derstand the communication as
pects of the new concept.

Systems engineering
As is probably obvious from the
foregoing, I favor the single infor
mation flow concept. It seems to
me that this is the best approach if
a company really wants an informa
tion system that will enable man
agement realistically to weigh the
effects of all business parameters on
current and future operations and
thus to optimize decisions. With
such a system not only can corpo
rate activities be analyzed and syn
thesized for management’s review
and tactical appraisal today, but
ultimately simulation techniques
can be used as predictors of the ef
fects of long-range planning. This
will allow management to deter
mine the tactical decisions that
should be made now to accomplish
the strategic planning so necessary
for success tomorrow.
The scientific concept by which
the fundamental information sys
tem is best designed and imple
mented is known as business sys
tems engineering. Business systems
engineering may be defined as a
formal awareness of the interac
tions among the various parts of a
business complex. Until recently
much of management education
and practice dealt only with func
tional components of business —
accounting, production, marketing,
finance, engineering, and the like
— that were taught and practiced
if they were unrelated subjects.
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Now attitudes have changed, and
there is growing awareness that in
teractions and interdependencies
among components of the system
are more important than the com
ponents themselves. This awareness
is the keystone of fundamental in
formation systems design and of the
single information flow concept of
data processing.

Limitations of present concept
The present concept of business
systems engineering has evolved
over a number of years. In the
early years of computer technology
the components (subsystem) ap
proach prevailed. At that time an
integrated business information sys
tem was thought to exist if a busi
ness transaction element was intro
duced into the system and perpetu
ated in the system with a minimum
of manual intervention. The as
sumption was that mechanizing
data and providing it to operating
groups would, per se, result in ben
efit to the company.
An alternative approach envi
sioned good business systems de
sign
the mechanization of data
for specific random jobs as dictated
by the needs of operating groups,
with reliance on the assumed econ
omies involved in mechanized
data production. Both these alter
natives, of course, represent piece
meal static systems because they
inherently lack the flexibility of
systems design necessary to coordi
nate the overall business process.

Change in approach needed
The need for a change in ap
proach has become obvious. The in
terdependence approach owes some
of its impetus to the growing em
phasis on long-range planning. In
the development of multi-dimen
sional master plans there has been
a tendency to ignore traditional
departmental lines in favor of broad
company functions and processes,
analyzed in terms of problems and
informational content. Long-range
planning has also evoked interest in
constructing organization models
Management Services 60
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BASIC ENVIRONMENT
User Demand for Current and Controlled Data

EXHIBIT 5

and examining them through simu
lation in an effort to predict the
effects o£ proposed changes.
In terms of systems planning, the
result has been a demand for  ana
lyzing company processes in a way
that will permit mechanization of
data elements at their source. The
reason has been not only a desire
to perpetuate the data in their orig
inal form but also the need for in
tegrating the overall process and
developing a truly realistic funda
mental information system.
Systems design

Whichever data processing sys
tems philosophy is selected —
whether the total systems approach
or the single information flow con
cept — management must make the
choice and then stick to it. Once
the choice is made, then each

sponsibility for directing the vari
ous activities of the enterprise.
Management’s success depends up
on its ability to establish well de
fined and measurable events with
in its area of responsibility. Compe
tently designed information systems
will reduce the efforts managers
must exert in making routine deci
sions, enabling them to obtain
short-run results with minimum dif
ficulty, and thus allow them to
devote their energies to the major
decisions of business strategy and
long-range planning. To achieve
this goal, decisions must be har
nessed under policy and controlled
through integrated data processing
systems.
A basic plan for designing the
information system in a typical
company might be outlined as fol
lows:
I. Determine management’s needs
59
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the following steps can be taken:
1. Management can begin to de
fine its corporate objectives pre
cisely.
2. All systems plans can become
oriented to these objectives.
3. Each resource can be ana
lyzed to determine its contribution
to the objectives and its interde
pendency with other resources.
4. Standard information flow pro
cedures can be adopted and soft
ware developed.
5. Management’s
information
needs can be converted into specific
output formats.
6. Input formats and controls
can be designed.
7. Editing and processing sub
routines can be written.
8. The files can be converted
and the system installed.
Systems design must be oriented
toward corporate management’s re
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EQUIPMENT CONCEPT
Time-Sharing Techniques

EXHIBIT 6

to monitor the enterprise as a
whole.
2. Design the fundamental in
formation flow, indicating the
 in
terrelationships of the major func
tions and data, such as engineering,
manufacturing, marketing, and fi
nance.
3. Develop in detail the “essen
tial” information that each function
requires to operate efficiently.
4. Determine each function’s
data and action requirements and
their dependence upon other func
tions’ actions and/or information.
After these steps have been com
pleted, decision criteria responsive
to management’s needs can be for
mulated. In addition, measurable
critical “information points” can be
selected and a control network de

veloped for economically retriev
ing and consolidating the informa
tion. Thus, management can be
made aware of potential problems
and their impact far enough in ad
vance to take corrective action.
Implementation needs

After a satisfactory data process
ing approach and plan have been
developed, they still have to be put
into effect. The volume and everchanging complexity of business
data make it difficult to satisfy even
the current needs of management,
much less its need for longer-range
planning. The problem is compli
cated by the need for interpreting
the data and perpetuating the in
formation involved in the decision
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making processes. Furthermore, the
information has to be manipulated
rapidly to make it meaningful now
— for judgments to be made and
decisions to be arrived at in time to
arrest potential problems.
The answer to these problems, in
my opinion, lies in (1) high speed
data processing and communication
equipment, (2) adoption of the sin
gle information flow data process
ing approach, and (3) a competent
business systems engineering staff
capable of translating these funda
mental requirements into the neces
sary data collection, processing,
control, and selective information
retrieval programs necessary to
maintain a current picture of busi
ness activity within the company
for all levels of management.
Management Services
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

The Administrative Manager’s
Guide to Better Faster Work at
Lower Cost by William W. Mar
tin, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964, 287 pages,
$15.

This physically large but sub
stantively slight volume might be
subtitled “Systems for the Nonsys
tems Man”
This book is aimed at the un
sophisticated administrative mana
ger who knows the details of the
work his employees must perform

but is unfamiliar with modern sys
tems techniques. The author, a
member of the planning and re
search department of J.
Penney,
Inc., is attempting to give the office
manager “the benefit of modern
technology without burdening him
with irrelevant complexities.”
In relatively few pages Mr. Mar
tin manages to say something about
nearly everything in office manage
ment, including work simplifica
tion, work sampling, work flow con
trol, clerical quality control, docu
ment control, whole dollar account
ing, forms control, filing, records
retention, office layout, and com
puters. What he says is useful—in
fact, there are many helpful tips

scattered throughout the book—but
somewhat sketchy.
The book is written—or edited—
in the exclamatory style favored by
Prentice-Hall. It is also highly sim
plified, perhaps oversimplified. This
is a primer, not a manual.
Real-Time Data Processing Sys
tems: Introductory Concepts by
William
Desmonde, PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, 1964, 186 pages, $7.95.
The author, a member of the re
search staff of International Busi
ness Machines Corporation, sum
marizes the basic techniques of de
signing and programing real time
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data processing systems, using IBM
porting, private enterprise.” When
Kaysen argues that some aspects
equipment.
this essential prevails, no serious
of the problem are omitted in Pe
departure from the classical capital
terson’s discussion and that it is
Despite its title, this is not a
ism is therefore present. Capitalism
handled from a narrow point of
book for the computer beginner.
of today does not deviate from that
view. The question is of what mag
The author assumes that the read
of the classical economists.
nitude the residual profit should be
er is familiar with conventional
2. The health and survival of a
in order to determine whether a
computer programing and there
company depends on its revenue
project is acceptable or not. The
fore defines only the terms that are
cost relation. This relation is of
argument that the constraints of
unique to real time systems.
large magnitude when compared
the market leave no choice to the
The approach is technical. Top
with the residual profit. The latter
firm but to maximize its profits or
discussed include multiprogram
is thin in comparison to the scale of
vanish is only true in a purely com
ing, storage allocation, priority
operation, revenues, and costs.
petitive market. On the other hand
processing, transmission control,
3. It is questionable that busi
this statement is not true in the
disk file organization, program test
ness conscience has helped to tight
utility industry and other industries
ing, and the use of simulation in
en the very loose linkage between
where competition is at a minimum.
system optimization.
private goals and social gains. In
Both theoretically and empirically,
There is heavy emphasis on the
the process of using and selling
capital market functioning and cor
capabilities and characteristics of
products, sacrifice of the enter
porate finance do not support the
IBM equipment. American Airlines’
prise’s long-run prosperity is un
argument that Peterson advocates
Sabre reservations system and the
likely. But in the apportionment of
of a perfect capital market. Final
Project Mercury data processing
earnings management does have a
ly, the approach overlooks the dif
system are described in some de
ficulty of “identifying the aggregate
greater latitude.
tail. Otherwise, there is little about
4. It is seriously dangerous to
effects with the alleged causes in
applications of the real time con
view the owners of a concern as
any economy in which many other
cept.
causes are also at work.”
coordinate with employees, custo
Programers and systems planners
mers, suppliers, and the public, and
Peterson’s argument that capital
who are thoroughly grounded in
even more
a “poor cousin among
ism of today is the same
that of
computer fundamentals but who
them.” Management does what is
the classical economists, namely
lack experience with real time proc
best for the stockholders when its
that the ideologies of Adam Smith,
essing will find this book helpful.
for instance, of laissez-faire, pure
objective is to achieve the com
For the businessman it would prove
competition, and nongovernmental
pany’s prosperity and success.
heavy going.
Berle disagrees with the central
intervention still prevail, does not
theme of Peterson’s article. He ar
seem acceptable. His conclusion
gues that technical and statistical
overlooks the fact that nowadays
evidence proves that “capitalism”
big business, antitrust laws, fran
MAGAZINES
as classically understood has com
chises, among a host of other regu
Corporate Control and Capital
pletely changed and that business
lations, are severe limitations and
ism by Shorey Peterson, The Im
of the neoclassical economists and
constraints on the original philoso
pact of the Corporation on Clas
that of today are quite different.
phy of capitalism.
sical Economic Theory by Adolf
A. Khemakhem
To support his argument, he cites
A. Berle, and Another View of
some of the measurable facts such
The Ohio State University
Corporate Capitalism by Carl
the size and scope of large cor
Kaysen, The Quarterly Journal of
Michigan’s Task Force on Ex
porate activities, the distribution of
Economics, February, 1965.
penditure Management by George
ownership, the change in wealth
omney, Lybrand Journal, vol. 45,
holding, the source of and power
Two economists disagree with a
no. 4, 1964.
over capital, the nature of compe
third
to the nature of contem
tition in a modern sense, the con
porary capitalism. One argues that
In this nontechnical article Gov
cept of maximizing profit, and
modern capitalism is still identical
ernor Romney explains how eight
finally that stockholders’ drives are
to that of the classical theorists,
CPAs and fifteen other financial ex
influenced by social-political, and
while the others maintain that they
perts, who form the Task Force
not only by entrepreneurial, factors.
are no longer the same.
on Expenditure Management, have
He concludes that where the stock
been able to apply sound manage
Peterson’s article advances four
holder is maintained in his position,
ment principles to operating proce
major propositions of a traditional
the fact is not proof of the “deep
dures of the state of Michigan.
and classical nature:
rootedness” of traditional capital
1. The main theme of classical
ism but is simply caused by the in
The importance of administering
capitalism is: “The economy’s de
dividual’s ability to choose his own
government in a businesslike man
pendence on voluntary, self-sup
way of life.
ner is emphasized in this article by
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss3/9
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possible values of the variable come
certainty that makes cost-volumeGovernor Romney, himself one of
within the limits of the curve. The
profit analysis more realistic. The
the best examples of a businessman
area under any part of the normal
authors suggest that if a manager
in public service. His article offers
curve can be approximated by re
used conventional cost-volumeseveral examples of specific sav
ferring to a normal probability ta
profit analysis he would be indif
ings realized by Michigan’s Task
ferent in choosing between product
ble that shows the area between
Force on Expenditure Management:
the mean (average) and any num
A and B if both products had seem
$500,000 by consolidating data
ingly equal sales potential. How
ber of standard deviations on eith
processing equipment, annual sav
ever, if both sales estimates are
er side of the mean.
ings of $244,000 and $400,000 by
subject to uncertainty, the decision
The authors do a commendable
eliminating certain excess jobs, sav
process could be improved if the
job in presenting illustrations on
ings of $742,000 a year through use
relative risk associated with each
the use of the normal probability
of sound purchasing procedures,
product
could
be
brought
into
focus
distribution
and the estimating of
etc. Other changes in procedures
in
the
analysis.
the
standard
deviation by the use
include the installation of “pro
of
subjective
judgment.
The practi
gram performance budgeting” and
cal application of the authors’ rea
monthly financial reports keyed to
In a cost-volume-profit analysis
soning becomes apparent in the il
budgetary control. Despite the
the accountant usually uses four
lustrations that follow. Given a
electioneering style in which Gov
fundamental relationships:
situation of expected sales, the ac
ernor Romney appraises the work
1. The selling price per unit
countant can determine, once the
of the task force, there is no doubt
2. The variable cost per unit
standard deviation has been ascer
that this special type of manage
3. The total fixed cost
tained or approximated, the prob
ment service by CPAs has played
4. The expected sales volume of
ability of at least breaking even or
its part in bringing Michigan a long
each product
the probability of incurring a loss
way from the well known “payless
The first three of the above rela
or
the probability of incurring a
pay days” of a few years ago.
tionships are usually considered
loss
in excess of “X” dollars.
Those CPAs with an interest in
fixed and are used in ascertaining
If
the probability of a loss is in
the efficient operation of state and
the estimated sales volume needed
excess of the amount the company
local government will draw inspira
to earn a given profit. Or the ele
is willing to accept, then that
tion from this article. Inspiration
ments are used to determine the
course of action will not be fol
and satisfaction may often com
estimated profit for a given sales
lowed. If the probability of earning
prise the bulk of the fee in this
level.
a profit on a certain line is consid
type of work. At least, the article
In the ensuing discussion proba
ered good by the company (as in
points out that something can be
bilities are used to arrive at the ex
dicated
by management’s compu
done. It may even lead the CPA to
pected monetary value (sales) for
tations
and
judgment) or if the
higher office. (William Seidman
two products. The sales demand
probability
of
earning large profits
was the Republican candidate for
for each product is calculated by
is
within
the
acceptance
range set
Auditor General of Michigan in
weighting the possible conditional
up
by
the
company,
then
the line
1962.) New opportunities should
sales values by their respective
will
be
marketed.
Naturally,
a man
probabilities. The weighting proc
soon be available as attested by the
ager could use the probabilities
ess formally discussed is what most
inquiries Michigan has received
from different alternatives to com
managers and accountants would
“from California, Pennsylvania,
pare the risks of various alternative
do mentally when estimating future
New York, North Carolina, and
courses of action. When the firm’s
sales,
even
though
the
individual
many other states” about its pro
attitude toward risk is known, the
may
be
completely
unaware
of
his
gram.
process
of choosing among alterna
reasoning
process.
Peter H. Knutson, CPA
tives
will
be facilitated.
At this point the authors intro
University of Michigan
The
article
is concluded with an
duce the use of the “normal prob
example
using
the mean, standard
ability distribution” and the “stan
Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis Un
deviation,
and
probabilities for all
dard deviation” in their reasoning.
der Conditions of Uncertainty by
four
fundamental
relationships in
The normal probability distribution
Robert K. Jaedicke and lexander
cost-volume-profit
analysis.
As ex
is a smooth, bell-shaped curve, i.e.,
A. Robichek, Accounting Review,
pected,
the
larger
the
variation
in
the normal curve as used in statis
October, 1964.
the
data,
the
larger
the
spread
of
tical reasoning. The standard devi
the normal curve.
Articles concerning the applica
ation is a measure of the dispersion
of the distribution around the mean
tion of cost-volume-profit analysis
This well organized article leads
have been found often in account
point and it indicates how spread
the reader through a logical statis
ing literature. However, Mr. Jae
out the distribution is. The area un
tical application in cost-volumedicke and Mr. Robichek bring into
der the standard normal distribu
profit decision making.
very
perspective the role of risk and un
tion curve equals one (1) since all
limited knowledge of statistics is
May-June, 1965
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adequate background for complete
often than wrong, but at least
indications of where slack time is
understanding of the general the
guesses. We have too many people
available.” In both techniques a
sis. However, the authors glide over
today who are afraid to guess and
critical path is developed that
the question as to when the normal
do not realize that even the turtle
shows where there is the least
probability distribution should be
has to stick his neck out to get
amount of slack.
used or whether it is generally ac
ahead.”
Mr. Wolf cautions against exces
plicable. They do state, however,
An inventory of a firm’s person
sive detail in the design of net
that “this distribution (normal
nel and their qualities and poten
works for CPM and PERT. Only
probability distribution), although
tials will help in assuring good tal
the significant activities should be
widely used, is not appropriate in
ent in the future. The elements
given a place in the network. An
all situations. The appropriate dis
security, job satisfaction, and com
other factor to be kept in mind is
tribution depends on the decision
pensation are primary in the moti
the semi-independence of many
problem and should, of course, be
vation of personnel. Mr. Wolf re
activities. For example, although
selected accordingly.”
minds the reader that “the good
forms-setting is dependent on ex
This provocative article deserves
men are the hardest to hold; the
cavation, some forms may be set
the attention of any accountant in
mediocre seem to stay forever.”
before all ground is excavated.
terested in cost-volume-profit anal
The author rates job satisfaction
contractor’s accounting system
ysis in today’s dynamic business
as the most important element in
should provide for current contract
scene.
getting and retaining good men.
cost records, control over estimat
D. E. eller, CPA
Managers who are given responsi
ing, periodic evaluation of contract
University of Southern California
bility and authority commensurate
profitability, control over equip
with their abilities will be more
ment, control over payrolls and oth
Management Insights for the
satisfied in their jobs. Compensa
er disbursements, and billing pro
Small Home-Builder by Edwin
tion is a primary motivating factor
cedures. It is sometimes asked
D. Wolf Management Controls,
and has two aspects. One is the
whether a company can afford such
January, 1965.
restraint that it places on how well
an accounting. A better question
might be whether a company can
managers and their families live.
Although this article is adapted
afford not to have the information
The other aspect, probably more
from talk before a home-builders
provided by such accounting. The
important, is that compensation
association, much of what Mr. Wolf
author doubts that a tax-oriented
places managers on a value scale
says is sound advice for any busi
accounting system can provide the
so that they can see how well they
ness. His three main topics are
proper
information for control pur
are doing. “It is one thing that re
management development, control
poses.
places marks in school or stripes in
techniques, and accounting tech
A budgetary control system can
the service,” but the importance of
niques.
help management to “develop the
security as a motivating aspect for
broad administrative viewpoint and
Personnel policies of a business
good management men is often
be able to gauge the effectiveness
are often neglected areas of con
overemphasized. These men are not
of its operations, and its team
cern. “In the last analysis a busi
apt to be overly concerned with
members, on a regular recurring
ness is not going to be operated by
pensions, group life policies, or hos
basis.”
systems, papers, or financial state
pitalization plans.
Mr. Wolf observes that it is
ments. It is going to rise or fall
Mr. Wolf defines control tech
somewhat easier now to develop
depending upon what people do
niques as “all of the things that we
good accounting records without a
do to keep our fingers on the pulse
with the information they are giv
large staff than has been the case
en,” says the author.
of the business and ensure that we
in the past. Almost all bookkeep
Although qualities such as ambi
are able to move in on sour situa
ing and accounting machines are
tion, physical and emotional stam
tions before they deteriorate be
capable of producing punched
yond redemption.” The Critical
ina, willingness to sacrifice, and
cards or tape as by-products. Ser
willingness to take risks have been
Path Method (CPM) and the Pro
given as basic requirements of
gram Evaluation and Review Tech
vice bureaus can process coded
good managers, Mr. Wolf consid
information and furnish cost re
nique (PERT) are the control tech
ports, budget analyses, and cash
niques most emphasized. CPM “en
ers the ability and willingness to
flow and other reports. The author
make decisions as most essential.
ables the user to evaluate alterna
stresses that, regardless of mechan
tive courses of action and provides
An intelligent evaluation of the
ics used, “systems themselves must
facts is important, but management
the comparative costs of choosing
in general, he feels, spends far too
one plan versus another.” The pri
be designed to fit your needs and
much time discussing and analyz
merge with your day-to-day opera
mary function of PERT “is to re
ing problems from all viewpoints:
flect activities that are endangering
tions.”
Dempsey M. Dupree, CPA
“It is said that the successful man
the over-all completion date and to
Michigan State University
is the one who guesses right more
provide the project directors with
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A NEW COURSE IN THE MANAGEMENT SERVICES LECTURE SERIES

COST ANALYSIS:
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
INTRODUCTION AND
TERMINOLOGY

The CPA’s role in managerial
making . . . Interrelationship
and management’s policies . .
types of decision problems .
cepts and terminology used
analysis.

decision
of costs
. Major
. . Con
in cost

PROFIT-VOLUME
ANALYSIS

Cost-volume relationships . . . Deter
mining the fixed and variable costs . . .
Profit contribution concept and its uses
. . . Practical application of breakeven
analysis.

TECHNIQUES FOR EFFECTIVE
DECISION MAKING

his new program explains fundamental cost analysis techniques

T

which can be used by the CPA to resolve a wide range of policy
and decision-making problems encountered by both small and large
businesses.

Conducted by experts, the lectures and panel discussions cover
such subjects as testing management’s policies by profit-volume
analyses . . . the concept of incremental profit . . . the use of direct
costing for product pricing decisions . . . and methods for solving
investment problems. Emphasis is placed on the practical applica
tion of these techniques to various managerial problems, including
capital expenditures, sales planning, rent or buy decisions, utiliza
tion of capacity and profit planning.
With this basic foundation in cost analysis, you can increase your
ability to help management make more effective and profitable de
cisions and thereby increase the scope of your services.

INCREMENTAL
PROFIT CONCEPT

What are incremental costs . . . Meth
ods of identification . . . How to apply
the concept to fundamental business
problems ... Its relationship to profit
volume analysis.

THE

FACULTY

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

JERRY H. LOYD

Arthur Young & Co., New York, N. Y.
DIRECT COSTING

Variable and direct costing . . . Absorp
tion costing .. . Pros and cons of direct
costing ... Its uses in inventory valua
tion.

ALLAN A. RYAN, CPA

ARTHUR J. SCHOMER, CPA

Allan A. Ryan
Boston, Mass.

S. D. Leidesdorf & Co.
New York, N. Y.

JOHN H. SHROAT, CPA

Geo. S. Olive & Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

INVESTMENT PROBLEMS

The importance of investment deci
sions . . . Time value of money . . .
Criteria for investment. . . Evaluating
techniques . . . Practical application of
discounted cash flow techniques . . .
Selecting an acceptable rate of return
. . . Profitability techniques.

DATES AND LOCATIONS
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

Mountain Shadows
June 14-15, 1965

ENROLLMENT FEE

This single fee covers all ses
sions (1st day, 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.;
2nd day 9 A.M.-4:30 P.M.), course
materials and luncheons. (Note: In
formation about available hotel accom
modations will be sent upon receipt
of registration.)

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Marriott Twin Bridges Motor Hotel
June 21-22, 1965

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS*

WICHITA, KANSAS

Palmer House
June 7-8, 1965

Broadview
August 2-3, 1965

$45

AMERICAN INSTITUTE

*For the Chicago presentation, please send registration and
check to Illinois Society of CPAs, 208 South LaSalle Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60604. Send registrations for other presen
tations to the American Institute of CPAs.

OF

CERTIFIED

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019

666 FIFTH AVENUE

Published by eGrove, 1965
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HONEYWELL SERIES 200

takes the
sting out of
changing
computers
Switching to a new computer
can cost you plenty in
reprogramming and retraining.
Ouch.
You might delay those costs by
“simulating
” your old
new
computer. But then, all you’d
be doing is running your old
programs on an expensive new
computer — at the same old
speeds. That smarts.
In SERIES 200, Honeywell has
a better approach: an exclusive
concept called “Liberator”.
Liberator lets you convert your
old 1401 programs, for

example, and run them at high
speeds on a
Honeywell
SERIES 200 computer.
Automatically, permanently,
painlessly. No reprogramming.
No retraining.

buy only what you need now.
As you grow,
add on —
in sensible, economical
increments. We call this
approach Dimensional Data
Processing.

SERIES 200 is a full line of
compatible computers,
including software and
peripheral equipment that has
been refined down to the
smallest increments of
capability ever achieved. The
result: your system fits the
dimensions of your business
exactly. You save because you

Want to know more? Write the
nearest Honeywell EDP office.
Or give us a buzz.
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Honeywell
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
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